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FOREWORD

Occupational supply and demand data--triat isdata which
show the'number of workers needed and'the nuMber being-Ef4tned
sfor a §pecific job or job clUster--are essential fOr effective
decisions regarding the initiaeióp, continuation, or termination
of training programs. If the skate and nation are to be assured?,
that the training provided is relevant to the needs-of individ-

, ,

uals and employers, accurate supply/demand projectiolas re
neetled,for Use in program planning.

e

The project reported here has investigated the problems and
causes of'multiple counting.and undercounting ih the calculation
of labor supply. This report offers recommendations that can
assist states in mire accurately estimating the number, of train-,
ed workers that will be,emersing from thy fbrmai, organized
training programs 'operating in the State.

The National C7nter for, Research in Vocational Education,
gteatly appreciates the support of the National Occupational In-
formation Coordinating Committee (NOICC),and the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES) in the funding of,this,study.
NOICC 'and Ats dOunterparts, in the states--the,Btate Occupation-
al Information Coordinating Committee (SOICC)--have been desig-
nated by the Congress as the'4gencies responsible for seeing,
that accurate and timely supply/dethand information,is available -

to deCision makers at.the etate and local levels.. This effort,
along With other coordination_activities7 particularly the use
Of supply/demand information in decisions, can be strengthened
by attention to the finding and recommendations of this report.
A coordinated effort to meet the training ne ds each state is
necessary if the nation is to be most effectivedy erved in this
critical area.

,

The National Center is karticularly indebted to the project
staff, Dr. Bill Stevenson, Project .Director, Sue Allen, grogram
Assistant, Patricia Fornash, Program Associate, Nellie.Martin,
Graduate Research Assistant; and Venita Rammell, Secretary._ Re-
cognition should also be given to Dr. N.L. McCaslin, Associate
Director, Evaluation and'Policy Divisjon, and Dr. Floyd McKin-
ney, Program Director for Evaluation Services.

A special note of thanks is extended to,Dr. Janet Spirer,
Xerox Corporation, Leesburg, Virginia; Dr. Charles McClintock,
Professor, Cornell University; and to Dr. Deborah Coleman, Re-
search Specialist, qf the National Center staff for their in-
sightful and constructive review of_the final report.

1 0
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bFinally,pote of a:ppreciation is extended to Marilyn
Orlando, Drvision Secretary, or her assistance in the com

kpletion pf this rePOrt. ,
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Robert E. Taylor.
Executive DirectOt
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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ExhomIyE summARy

ESTIMATING OCCUPATIONAL SUPPLY
'NFORMATION FROM FEDERAL REPORTS:

ISSUES AND CONCERNS .

Introduction

Decision makers in vocational education at the state and
local level need current, accurate; and relevant information
upon which to make deciSions,about occupational program offer-
ings. Foremost among these-information neeas is/data od,pro-
jected.demand and supply of trained workers'by job title or.
cluster. Although information on eScpected salaries (compared to
nontrained employees), potential job advancement, necessity of
the dccupation to--society, minimum4dring requiremq-nts and other
infonation are important, the gap between anticipAed demand:
and upply is cr,itical in deciding program formulation, imple-i
ment tion, contina'ation, and termination.

Purpose of the Study

-/
'This'study cbnducted by'the National Center. for Research in

V(;catiOnal Education'and sponsored by the National OccupaO.onal
InformatioikCoordinating Committee (NOICC) and the National. Cen-
ter for EducationiStatistics (NCES), investigated-the collection

CoMpifation of occupational supply data frem formal, organ-
,

ized training programs.
_

'The primary concern of the investigationAgas to identify
instances of multipl6 counting (through two of More reporting
systems), and undercounting (through no reporting 'system) of
persons trained and available for employment. Two potentially-
serious issues associated with supply data exist and require
study and documentation. First, there is a potential for multi-
ple counting of students/clients,terved by more than'one agency/
program. Specifically, there is a potential_for multiple couilt-
,in4 between the following reporting systems: Vocatioual EduCa-
tion Data System (VEDS), ComprehenaiVe,EmployMent and Training

. Act (CETA), Rehabilitative Services Administration (RSA),.)and
Higher Education GeneralsInformation System XIAGIs). A secondQ.

4and eqUally important issue associated_with estimating occupa-,
tional'supply concerns individuals who are being trained-and are
available for e

Tployment, but are not.reported through any sys-
tem and.thus are not counted as supply. This was thought to oc-
cur most often i proprietary schools, Vocational programs not
,reported and nonvocational programs in the publid schodls, and
CEOS. This study was not designeA to,investigate any supply
.Coming'from outside the formal; organized training'programig in

,the states.
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, Methodology ..

The study combined t he.followingl
"ss,,..

Afrdmiew of.th'e relevant literature including re-
searOh report?, laws, regUlatiOns,.and forms re-7 -

lating to the federal and state reporting systems
IntervieWs wtth:-274 individuals:dn ten states

. -involved in.the production and USe of data at the
state ir local level

.

.
.

.

o Intérviews and conference? With-agency and institu-
tional representatives'at the local, state, and

- federal level &:
o : Obse.rvations in:Sixty localitraining institutions

or agencies (secondary schoOls, C6mMunity colleges
technical -institutes; and CET/\ Prime Sponsors)

Findings

-The report presents f.indings relating to multiple counting
occuring as a resat of the following:

1. Duplicate countind'within an institutio
2. Duplicate counting between agencies

The report also discusses under'counting as a result of the

following:

0-1. Failure to secure data on the output of proprie-
tary schools

2. Lack of reports on public school's vocational
programs not in the state plan and nonvocational
prOgraMs producing,individuals who.ar,p trained
and available for employment

Some general statements based on a majority of states
studied summarize the findings on multiple counting and under-

counting.

VOCational education is the principal trainer for
CETA clients, with some training being done by pro-
prietary schools.
VEDS reports include those CETA clients who are in
a regular vocational class, whereas CETA 'con-

.
tracted classes are not generally repprted through
VEDS.

o A relative small number of individuals receive sup-
port for skill training through RSA.

o RSA refers the najority of its clients who need
training to vocational education..



o Vocational education reports RSA trainees in VEDS.
o VEDS will include most RSA trainees.
o Community-basediorganizations (CB05) do 'some

training of CETA clients. The number receiving
occupationally specific skill t.rainirig is not
significant in most state's supply calculati nst

o 'veterans Administratlon (VA) supports traine s in
bOth vocational education and in proprietary.
schools. .-

o Vocational education reports,through'VEDS thos. VA
clients receiving training,

o Data on VA clierits trained-in proprietary sch ools
would have to come from VA or propribtary reports.

o Multiple counting occurs between VEDS rieport and
-4HEGIS rePorts., \

o HEGIS reports contain enrollments and numbers re-
ceiving certificates or diplomas.
States are aware of, but conly.a few have used,.
Noncollegiatb Postsecondary Survey (NCPS) data.

o Programs not traditionally considered vocational
(industrial arts, typing, and so forth) were not
'found to be producing significant numbers of People
trained andavailable for a Specific occupation.

o Proprietary schools, in most states, make up the
largest numbdrs of individuals tralned but not in7
cluded in supply calculations.1

The report further describes the state report ing systems
and the flow of data from the local inStitution to the federal
level: Other findings are preSented that deal with the human
faótors involved in the generation, colleCtion, analysis, and
useof Occupational supply information.

Recommendations

The recommendations contained in the tepoet may be sum-
*marized as follows:

1. Supply numbers should be based on number of
trainees available 1or employment.

2. To secure data on proprietary schools, it is
recommended that SOICCs do the Mailing of the
Noncollegiate Postsecondary Suryey, receiVe
the responses back.from schools, record com-
.pletion data, and send material'on to NCES.

3. Based on state differeqges, major supply data
sources: should. be: VEDS, CETA, and NCPS.



4. CETA reports-should be modified to include.the
. type of institution providing the 'training and
whether traiging is on-an indiVidual referral or
contracted class basis.

5. Every effort shold be made to use s cial secur-
ity,numbers to identify every indiv dual receiv-
ing training in any federal or state funded pro-
gram.

6. Numbers.of trainees not counted as a result of
vocational programs which do not fill out federal
reports, though not significant in most states,
should-be"studied by the state agency responsible
for calculating supply.

.7. Programs not traditionally considered vocational
.

(industrial arts, typing, and so forth) should be
investigated to deterrane if .they.constitute a
'significant source of trainees net being reported.

8. At the federal level every effort.should be ex-
,

etted to establish one occupational coding sys-
tem and on; education-traiding'program coding
system. The NCES uniform reporting system will
alleviate the problem to sope extent.

9. SOICC Committees should have principal responsi-
bility for the production of a report that
matches occupational supply against occupation-
al demand.

10. State procedures Should be established to ensure
involvement of, and feedback to, local providers
of data.

11. Research should be conducted to identify ways to
increase the use of supply/demand data in state
-and local program plannidq..

Finally, the report recommends a method of Analysis of Mul-
tiple- Counting that should be used when there appears to be a
probability of multiple reporting of individuals trained. The
use of this analysis system is illustrated in the report.

Concluding Statement

Effective coordination can start with an information system
that communicates with all of the Providers and funders of
training that grows into an organized cooperative program to
meet the job preparation efforts of the state and nation. The
information systems that can spark and guide this coordinated

X vi
1"*N



effort need not be one system but if .the,several data mechanisms
are to foster communication they must speak the same language.
Tile implementation of uniformity of language, which seems so
.obvious and yet has proven to be so elusive, requires time,
effort, and leadership at all levelslocal, state, and nation-
al. This achievement of coMmunication requires the elimination
of barriere and the construction of bridges of cooperation.

4
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CHAPTER I

RATIONALE AND INTRODUCTION

e
ThiS study conducted by the National Center frlesearch in,

Vocational Education,and,sPonsored.by,the National Occupatipnal
Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and the National Cen-
ter forEducation Statistics (NCES) inyestigated the collection
and compilation of occupational supply data. This particular
research was limited to that part of the occupational supply
data, that is representative of those ileividuals entering the
labor market as a reSult of skill trainIng obtained through a
formal, organized setting. The major training'providers in this
situation are vocational educatiOft, prpprietary schools, and to
a limited extent, coMmunity-based or: nizations (CB0s). Funders
of training are the Comprehensive EM:loyMent Training Act-
(CETA), Rehabilitation Services Admk'istration (RSA), Vocational
Education, VeteranS Administration, .0nd the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairsi.

The pFimary concern of the investigation,was to identify-
I'instances.of double or multiple counting (through two or more

reporting systems), and undercounting (through no,reporting sys7
:Lem) of persons trained and available for employment.. Each Sys-
tem, e.g.,- CETA and Vocational Education, must account for all
of the oparticipans it serveS and include !these individuals in
their reporting syStem. The issue of multiple counting Arises
not because the reporting systems are in error, but occurs Only
when data from different systems are used in developing supply
estimates Similarly, the fact that some training programs are
not included in any of the reporting systems does not inherently
indica-Ee a flaw in the reporting, but only that such training is
outside of the purview of the existing systems. In short, thie
study is not intended to examine any possible shortcomings of
existing reporting systems, but rather.analyzes the problems
that 'occur in the application of data from these systems for es-
timating supply. This research identifies needs andObncerns as

4 perceived by the principal actors in the ten states studied, as
well as those needs and concerns Observed by the researchers.
This study is not designed to investigate any supply coming from
outside the formal, organized training programs in the states.

i

Information for DecisiOns

'Decision makers in occupational trainiqg at.the state and
local level need current, accurate, and relevant information
upon which.to make decisions about occupational program offer-
ings. Foremostlamong these information needs i data on the
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projected demand and supply.of trained workers by, job, title
or cluster. While expected salaries$(compared to nontrained
employees), potential job advancement, necessity of the oc-

) cupation to Society, Minimum hiring requirements, and other
information are important, the gap between anticipated demand
and supply is critical in decidinq program formulation, imple-
mentation, cOntinuation, and termination w

Based on this need, a primary legislative charge of the
Education Amendments of 1976 to the National Occupational Infor-
mation Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and the State Occupational
Information Coordinating Coffimittees (SOICC) was the development .
and implementation of an Occupational Information System (OIS).
The'legislation further stipulated that OIS "shall'inClude data.
Non'occupatkonal dethand and sUpply based on uniform definitions-,
standardized estimating procedures, and standardized occupa-
tional classifications,' To initiate the OIS4development pro-
cess, several basic policy determinations were.-Made. _Among'them
was the policy NpICC/SOICC woUld not.becdthe a primafSr.dota
collction agency ut rather, coordinate suchoefforts among

a member agencies. Following- this policy, NoIcc/scacc planned to
utilize data and information from the'following sources in de-
veloping pccupational supply data:*

,l. Employment and.Training Administration's data' ,

repOtting systems, i.e., State and National
Apprenticeship System (SNAPS),, Employment
Secprity. Automated Reporting aystem (ESARS),
Employment and Training programs reporting.
System, 10ETA, and Job Corps.

2. State Employment Security Agency programs, i.e.,
Employthent Service (ES) and Unemploymit. Insut-
anse Service (UIS).

3. Rehabilitation Services Administration's Case
Service Reporting System- (CSRS).

4. National,Cdater for Education Statistic's data
reporting systems, i.e., Vocational Education
Data System (VEDS), Higher" Education General
Information Sufvey (HEGIS), and Noncollegiate
Postsecondary School's Survey (NCPS)-1.

-
.

At the start of the research reported in this document tiiro
major issues and a number of questions were obVious t*the re-
searchers. Two potentially seriouS issues associated with the
use of the above systems as the sOurce of Supply. data may exist
'and require study and documentatibri. :First, there is a poten-
tial for multiple-Counting of "students/clients served by more
than one agency/program. Specifically, there s a potential for
multiple counting between'the following repor ing systems: VEDS,

a



CETA, MA, HEGISand Job Corps. Por example, are sign ficant
numbers of CETA partiCipants attending pdblic vocationa insti-
tutions being reported both through VEDS ando(CETA? This issue
may complicate attempts to estima'te supply since these Counts
will duplicate those that will be reported through therCETA:re-
porting system that is ben-1g implemented this year.

A second a'nd equally important issue associated with esti-
mating occupational supply concernS individuals who are being
trained andravailable for employment but not reported through
any system and thue-not counted as supply. This ipay occur
through the limiting of VEDS reporting to programs covered by-
the state plan, i.e., programs,for which federal voCational edu-
cation funding is provided. State plan coverage may vary sigpi-
ficptly from state to state, especially in the postseconda
area, because of the organization and funding structure wit in a
state. Another reason-for undercounting ma stem from the lact
that some states are not obtaining data on proprietary schools.
As.a general rule, When developing procedures, for estimating oc-
cupational supply, it is essential that 1.l major souKces of
training be covered or, at leapt, that they be treated in a.con-
sistent manner.

,

uestions that must be answered Abo t these two issues are
as follows:

. . )

1. Under what organizational structures'and state
/
'training and'reporting conditions are signifi-
cant multiple'or undercounting problems likely to

,

occur? a

2. How rday a state identify and account for sources ;

Of-multiple counting or undercounting supply from
in#titutional trainIng programs?

3. t.procedures shoUld ajstate,use to'sedure
et data if questions ..,(1) and (2) indicate
Alificant pr blem exists,in the present data?

- ,

4. What suggestions should be offered at the fed-
eral level for improvinq'the quality of the '

supply data in an occupational information sys-
.

ttem? .

.:,

0
Procedures for the Research

The procedures employed in the conduct of this study con-
sisted of a revi;pw of the literature related to compilation of
supply/demand data, collection and analysis of reporting forms,
and a study of the laws$1,and regulafions pertaining to federal
reporting systems.. 1WriOdition, project staff spent two weeks
in each of ten states interviewing MIS and administrative staff



of training agencies attlthe state and localtdevel. A steering
(-comirdttee representative of federal and state agencies involved

in 'occupational training and an advisory panel of specialists in
the Nafional center for Research km Vocational Education assist-
ed with direction of the study and review of the fink]. report.
More details on the methodolOgy of the study may be found in
chapter 2 of this rqport. .

Organization of the Report

The next chapter of this report-will present the method-
ology. This is followed by a chapter on the findings resulting
from the state visits, and the revidWs of the reporting.systems.
The last.chapter includes the summary, tonclusions, and recom-
mendations'. For details on related ,literature, and relevant .

federal laws the reader 's referred to Appendix A and B of this
report. Finally, a case study was written on each of the stateli
included in the analysig. The individual state case study has )

bgen made available to-the ggencywstaff in that state for their
e ude and is not included in this-report. .

Ja



CHAPTER.II

METHODOLOGY,

A series of activitfés were scheduled in completing this
study. The activities included consultation with appropriate
National Center staff, reviewing pertinent literature and Aocv-
ments, constructing conceptual framework, convening an externdl
steering committee, visiting states, analyzing existing data
base, analyzing reporting forms and instructions, and analyzing
information using the cape cluster method.-

National Center Consulting Panel

A National Center Consulting Panel was selected to work
with the staff on the project. The panel members were selected
because of their backgrdund and*expertise in the following
areas: (1) state vocational management information,systems; (2)
CETA, (3) labor-market data, (4) rehabilitatiop,service 4gency;
(5) community based organizations, and (6) cOnmunity colleges.
,This "in-house" consulting panel reviewed the plans for the
study, made recommendations for types of persons within certain
agencies to be interviewed,'and reviewed the draft report'. The
panel also provided.the project staff with certain relevant

... pieces of,litera*.ure to be incorporated into the stkidy. Coin-
ciding with the selection of the National Center Consulting Pan-
el, the literature and document reviews were initiated.

Conceptual Framework

In order to understand the reporting systembend to analyze
,those systems.for clues to improvements, it appeared to be rea-
sonable to look at the laws and regulationd pertaining to those
systems, the people operating the systems, the substantative
content of the systems, and how the people operating the systems
interact with each other. This framework guided the course of
the study and formed the base for the activities which followed..

The staff reviewed the laws which created the various agen-
cies and the regulations of the agencies establishing a report-
ing system. Interviews conducted at the local and state level
provided"insights into the skills aria the attitudes of the peo-
ple operating and using the information systems. The substanta-
tive content of the systems was studied through.the collection
of reporting forms and completpd reports. Conversations, with
local training staff and,with local reporting people revealed
much about the content of the reports. The interaction of the
,individuals operating the system was highly varied both wltbin
and between agencies'. The 'human factor" was found to be an im-
portant factor in determining both the quality of the data and
the extent of its use.

0



Literature Review

1The literature review was conducted to identify prior re-
searh in the area of labor supply reports for trained vorkers, .

to identify existing information relevant to the projects re- .

0

, search questions, and to determine where additional information
is needed to or modify curreqL methods of gathering labor
supply data on t ained workers. (ApArndix A.)

9.

The literature review, focused on la-bor supply keports,
rather thap the labor demand information. This decision was
made bfcause of (1) the focus of the study was labor supply in-
formation reporting eystems and (2) the voluminous number of
labor demand reports.

The literature review was.initiated by a computerized
searqh of two data bases: Educational Resources Information
Center (ERIC) and Current Inddxes to Journals in Education
(CIJE). Other pertinent literature was suggested by.NOICC A.aff

. members, the steering committee, and the National Center con-
sultirvanel.

External.Steering Committee

The external-steering committee repre-eented diverse agen-r
cies involved in labor market informatioh collectionand use.
'(see Appendix D.) They were qollaborftivelY selected.by sponsor..
staff and project staff and were convened for.three separate
meetirigs at the NoIcq office in Washington, D.C. At the first
meeting of the steering committee the project staff provided an
orientation to the project. The steering committee helped in'
determining areas where undercopnting and multiple counting may

. be oces.gring; in identifying impertant issues for the study, and
in proviaing project taff with inforMation about training and
reporting procedures in each, of their agencies. At the second
meeting the project staff gave an overview of 'their impressions
of the states that had been visited to date. The steering com-
mitted membere reacted to these impressione and recommended
other infqrmation that should beacquired.- At the last meeting
,of the steering commi;ttee, the project staff presented d draft
of the final report for the committee's reactions. The steering
committee-offered ideas and suggestions to be incorporated into .

the final report.

Site and Interviewee Selection
0

In selecting the ten states to be lased for in-depth examin-
tion,-consideration was given to urban/rural factors, data col-
lection and reporting processes, governance structures, fundimg
process, availability of CETA Prime Sponsors, existing written
policies for submitting reports, and actual published reports of

Cr
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data including supply/demand information. For this reason, the
ten states to,be Surveyed were Sehected using a purposeful samp-
ling procedure.' The first step used in the site selectiop was
to-identify the appropriate variables as mentiohed above that

irmay.lead .to multiple or undercounts in supply. The final selec-
tion was coordinated with NOICO.

The following states were included in the study: (1) Cali-
fornia, (2) Connecticut, (3) Florida, (4) Illinois, (5) Minne-
sota, (6) Missouri, (7) South Carolina, .(8) Utah, (9Y Virginia,
and (10) Washington.

_After*selecting the st'ates to be visited, project staff de-
termined the criteria for local site school selection. pi each
state two secondary and two postsecondary,,schools were select-.
ed. The schools and the prime sponsors were to be located with-
in a hundred mile radius from the stateccapital and within fifty'
miles .fcom each other'WheneVer possibl-e. The secondary schools
would include urban areas'offering five or more vocational

programs and rural areas with at least three vocational pro-
grAs. The postsecondary institutions would be representative
of both community collpges and vocational-technical schools. A

-school with a high percentage of disadvantaged waS included in
- each state since students in these schools would most likely be
. funded from,mor'6 than one service. The fi 1 selection of the
local school and prime sponsors was deter ed by the state
liasion pers n after project staff discussed the selection
criteria wit them.

Approximately ten days were sperk collecting information
and data within each state. During this phase interviews were
conducted with appropriate state and local administrators, man-
agement information'specialists responsible for develOping and
reporting student data, and with the personnel responsible for
reporting to,the Rehabilitation Service Administration R-300 re-
porting.system. Interviews were also to be conducted with ap-
propriate personnel 'at two CETA Prime Sponsors in each state and
with state CETA (Balance,of State) Personnel.°' When the CETA re-

.

gional office was located in the capitals of the states in-
cluded in the Rroject, staff visited those regional ces.
(see figure 2.1.)

4
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Positipn Ten State Total

IV

SOICC Director.and Staff 18

State Vocational Education Director
State Vocational Education Planner 15 f

State Vocational Education MIS pefson 20
State Postsecondary Director 11

State POstsecondary MIS person 15 ,

C5TA ,Prime Sponsors

-Director: 7

MIS 16
Training Direetor 7

CETA Balance of 'State

Director 2

Planner 1

MIS 13
Training Director

RSA staff 12

Job Corps staff
Emploxers 15.

Union personnel 9

Other Fiersonnel 18,

CETA Regional MIS Staff 3
Proprietary Regulating Agency §taff 8

Local Secondary Vocational EducatVeRn Director 17
Lo63.1 Secondary Vocational Education MIS person 15
Local Postsecondary Vocational Education Director 22
Local Postsecondary Vocational Education MIS person 16

TOTAL 274

Figure 2.1 Ageonok Staff Interviewed
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Study Approaches

An adaptation of case study methodology was\planned to
gather itlformation from the sample'.states. -Information was. Col-.
lecteq Ligihg a case cluster.m. thdd of qualitatie case studies.
A,framewoik for this method w,s provided ,in "Applyingthe Logic'
of Sample Surveys to QUalitat've Case Studies: The Case Clu'ster
Method" (Mcdlintock, Brannon,. Moody, 1979). The case cluster .

method.was chosen because it allowed (1) the definition; enumer-
0 ation, and saMpling of units of analysis with the ca-se study; .

(2) the stratified swnpi4ng of data sou?.ces based on theoretical
grounds and on features the-case, crosse& with a stratified_ .

sampling of units of anal sis; and (3) the creation of a quanti-
tativedata diet,consiating of standardized codes:for variables
pertaining to each unit of arialysis. This-allowed' for a mixture
Acf,qualitative and quantitative data,. By-combining qualitative
data from the case studies, quantitative data.from the analy-sis
sheet, and an existing data base, the project st ff was able to
triangUlate finding's using the case cluster me od, lick'

An interview guide and 'data analysis plan were.d6veloped.
The interview guides were developed,for all expected respond-
ents. The data analysis plan included those variables that were
felt.to have some impact on data collection and quality. (see
Appendix E.)

In order to accomplish the'goals of the project, the
staff Used a management by object'ives (MB1) Method. Using this
approach, with assistance and training bylkhe project director,
each staff member developed the goals end objectives for their
area of responsibility. - f I

40J

Staff Training

A week of staff training was completed before begi ning to
collect data in the field. The project director and jzonsul-
tant held workskops with staff on*MBO and the case cluster meth-
'od of qualitative case studies, rebpectively.

The data collection procedures were,dpiloted by pi-oject
staff and sample case studies were written. Staff talked with
a variety of representatives in the State Education Department,'
SOICC, and local school MIS persons At the secondary and post-
secondary level in 61e pilot si.ate. Problems with-the interview
guides and with achieving researcher uniformity were geviewed
and clarified by staff. With all the elements for the study in

vplace, the project staff began to plan for the state visits.

0 Data Collection Procedures

Prior to the state visits a.letter was sent to the state
chamber of commerce, and the directors of commerce, community
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Al! -
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Ft

affalrs, economii developMent; an ecogomic opportunitY
guest demographil, Oformation: A d ographic overview as 'coM-

pleted prior top4ach state visit. This included (1) ge graphic,.
(2) socio-econoM d, (3) education,.and (4) economic info illation
bn each-seledteik state site. 0 -

:Vocational4eduCation directors and SOICC dirctots. r.each

, ,state were cor44cted to ,e1icit their support for.the,proj
and:,to ask forJA'liaison petson to be appointed to,help c ordin-'
ate*the aCtivitieS in'each state: t. Project staff assigneA to
particular sta4pcontaCted the appointed lialson;person hi:phone
andletter. 7Tle\ data for the visit, the persons to be inter- ;

vieWed, and thOcriteria 'for local site selection were discussed'
andintervieW heduleswer.set up. Each sitaff member had\the
opportunity'.tc0 ork with.tach of"the,other staif members/ tO
help ensure int. rviewer uniformity.

A

An.averageof twenty-seven sons from each sEate were in-
.1!,4

terviewed, resukting in 274 rviews. (figure 2.1.) A case
study was'writtO aftet á111ocuments and, interviews flad been\

collected and.r4iewed,i4 ach state. The case studieS'then re-
presented a compPPlte Wture of info.r.ion about eachstate,
basqd Itintervilas,;40S'ervations, and documents. ,A draft.copy
of,Ohe se st1.101M10"mailed to the SOICC° ditector: and VOcat-
tional.MIS dire*Oin each state to ensure that the case tadif

provided.a cleaecture of the 'inforMatiOn" Collected.

- Specific
data'apalysis
state's', xespo
and postseco
eisKjng -da
greate

formation frOm intervieWs was recorded on t
Fps and was prOcessed for analysis across

exi4 groups, local and state- levels, and'secO
'levels. One final 'effort, an analysis of
sp on state education,personnel was studied
nto the state'situation.

r

The?*llow
the stu0 and c

the fir4ings.

Assumptions

dary
an
or

assumptions underlie the research strategy
tribute to a framework for interpretation of

A poteppal exists for overlap and multiple
countti students/clients served by more thah
one ag4cy/program. . The potential for,overlap/
m ltio.t. counting exists between the following
Nc-r orti,g systems: CETA, RSA, Job Corps, and the

iVE SAIGIS, and Noncollegiate Postsecondary
,

t

8urveof NCES-
,'A

2. A pbt4nial exists for undercounting of students/
clien The potentiAl occars in programs in

.publiC "phools not covered by the state vbcdtion7
al plan nd in proprietary schools.

1 0



3. NOICC is not a primary data collection a ency,-it
utilizes data and information from the E ployment
quad Training Administration's data reporting sys-
tems,. State Employment Security Agency pr grams,
Rehabilitation Services Administration's tase
Service Rep&alsr System, and the Nationa Center
for Education S atistic's data reporting s stems
including Vocational Education Data Syste (VEDS).

4. Studying the "agencies" that are the prima y data
collectors will yield information relevant io
multiple/undercounting of trained workers.

5. Although data collection, limitations of tiine, and
funding prohibited visiting of all fifty states,
careful selection ok sites yielded information suf-
ficient to indicate the types., of problems that fay ,.

be encountered when using data from existing ;

reporting systems in estimating supply.

6. Respondents interviewed provided serious and hon-
,est answers that were representative ..of general .

views of issues and concerns held tyeducational
leaders and training staffs. ,

Limitations

The following limitations affected the'people of the in-
vestigation and are germane to the interpretation of report
findings:

1. The site investigation was limited to ten states
by constraints of time and funding..

2. The seleption and use of an analygis plan that
identified a limited number of factors expected,
to haveci,nempact on over/undercounting may have
affeCte indings:, (These factors are- shown in
Appendix E.)

. Investigation at the local level was limited to
two secondary and postsecondary schools, and two
local CETA prime sponsors.

4. The great variation in data collection methods
between and within states limited the amount of
generalizable information.

5. Some questions investigated were limited to the
'knowledge of the persons identified and inter-
viewed by the project staff.



6. The findings in the report are conclus ons drawn
from the state agencies, and institutio s included
in the study. These'conclusions shoUlc be tested
again and again in the every changing contebt of
the training systems, participants, and agency .

linkages in place in each state. The study will
identify the problems that are most likely to occur,
and indicate the magnitude of problems that might
occur.

a
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CHAPTER III

FINDINGS

Introduction

This study was designed to find ways to improve the quality
of the education and training portion'of the supply data that
goes into the occupational information system (OIS). Adminis-
trators need to know not only the number of'new workers,who Will
be needed in an occupation but also the number being trained to
fill those jobs. The project reported here included input from
federal agencies involved in providing training and collecting
training data. A description of each of the repoting systems is
presented later in this chapter. Training and funding agencies
in ten states were studied to gain an understanding of the re-
porting systems in operation. Finally twenty secondary schools,
twenty community colleges or technical institutes, and thirty
CETA Prime Sponsors and Balance of State units were studied to
more fully understand what is reported and how the tystem works.

Project staff at the conclusion of this study have'a dis-
tinct impression of three separate Worldsfederal, state, and
localwith persons in each fully believing they understand and
communicate with the other whenin reality images of each held
by the other are vague and messages garbled. Local officials
feel a heavy data butden and do not seem to understand the _need
for or use of the data. States are caught between lotal reluc-
tance to report and expanding data expectations at the'stte and
federal level. Federal agencies construct instruments and write
definitions.only to be met with a stated need for "clearer
instructions and uniform definitions." Quality-and use of data
are in danger of being shunted aside by the struggle tO-comply.

The problem of multiple counting only appears when data
rom two reporting systems is combined. Each system, designed
to provide data required by a single agency, may be effectively
meeting that need, whereas if combined with another report could
result in multiple counting of certain individuals. The solu-
tion lies not in causing either agency to reduce the numbets re-
pord but in desiqning a method of determining the overlap and
accotintingfor it in the final supply calculations,

The SOICCs are a new attempt to solve this coordinatiOn
and data use problem. With no turf to protect,"with lo tradi-
tions to limit, and with administration'by the agencies to be
coordinated SOICC has an opportunity to start the communication
so essential to effective cooperation.



This chapter presents the finding of this study in terms of
(1) problems and causes of multiple counting of trainees as-
sociated with using data from the various rtporting systems to
estimate supply, (2) problems and causes of undercounfing of
trainees and the effect on calcUlating supply, and (3) a de-
scription of how the reporting systems operate. As will be ob-

r vious to the reader, there are many independent actors in this
vast arena with theik own needs and their individual perceptions .

of the whole. This chapter should be useful in getting a better
picture of the whole as well as providing'clues to solving the
problems inherentrin calculating total supply data within a
state or area.

Multiple Counting

Multiple countiqg occurs under two distinct and different
circumstances.

1. When an indiVidual is in.two training programs
in a single institution .(welding and adto mechanics)
and is reported as prepared and available for
.emplOyment in both occupations .

.2. When an individual n training is.reported through
two reporting systems (CETA and VEDS), both of
which are used in calculating supply

.Dupiicate Counting Within an Institution

The first instance of duplicate counting usually occurs
when one student wahin a single institution or agency.is enrol-
led and, reported in-two programs (an wit() mechanics student tak-
ing a welding class). This problem can usually-be most effi-
ciently corrected by the training institution. Since students
are requirpd to state an occupational objective the basic rule
should be only to report the sfudent as trained or preparing for
that objective. 'Where no occupational objective'is indicated it
will be necessary to determine where the greatest concentration
of work has occurred.

The most efficient way to identify students participating
in more than one occupational training program is through the'
use of social security numbers. The'computer can quickly.iden-tify.duplicate social security numbers and the student's name
cari be removed from the supplemental class listing. This system
can be implemented at the state level.

Manual matching at the local level either by name or social
security number is an 'alternative where computerization is not
in effect. Since VEDS requires an,unduplicated count of voca=
tional students, most state vocational departments have deve-
loped methods to accomplish this. In the states studied in.this

14



project estimates or actual counts of duplicate enrollments var-
ied from a low of 10 percent to as high as 50 percent. Those
responsible for determining supply should use unduplicated
counts or at least make some adjustment,to account for this

factor.

Decisions on how best to eLiminate duplicate reporting as
discussed above depend heavily on Whether or not the state has
an individual student accounting system (ISAS). A state ISAS
means that the state received a report from its local institu-
tions on each individual participating in vocational'education.
This -report,usually is submitted at the beginning of training
and includes information such as age, sex, race, handicaps, pro-
gram, and accupational objective. Computerization allows the
State to handle the mass of information on all individuals re-
ceiving training by-having individual identification numbers
such as Social Security.

.States not having an individual accounting system receive
reports on total numbers enrolled in each program. This system
provides for much less flexibility in the'analysis of student
data and greater dependence on the local institutions to eli-
minate duplication between voCational programs.

_Half of the ten states Studied in this project have an ISAS
and half are recording enrollments by total program. Differ-
ences in duplicate or double counting were not observable be-
tween these two systems, but methods of avoiding duplicate and,

multiple counting wilL of necessity be different Eor states us-
ing the ISAS or total class reporting system. ,Unduplication
either between classes or between training and funding agencies
would be possible at the state level with individual student re-
cords that have a social security 4umber 'associated with each
trainee. This unduplication of count would have to be carried
out at the local level in states not having an ISAS.

Figure 3.1 summarizes the individual state vocational
education system as it relates to hold student data is reported
from local schools to the state and the method of unduplicating
student Counts within the institution.

A

Multiple Counting Between Agencies

The occurrence of multiple counting between agencies is.;
more difficult to ascertain 'and probably more significant in its
,effect on supply figures. This multiple counting occurs When an
inAividual is being trained by one agency and that training it,
being funded and reported.by one or more other agencies. As.has
been mentioned earlier, classroom skill training'is generally
provided by vocational education (comprehensive high schools,

15



State' 1 . .
5

Reports used or
planned for use
for supply report

.

.

VEDS
CETA
Postsecondary
Non-collegiate Survey (NCPS)
HEGIS (possibly)

VEDS, ('
NCP572nd report

include
CETA
RSA
HEGIS

VEDS
-HEGIS
NCPS
CETA 111'

Defense Dept. data ,
SNAPS/2nd report
RSA, Job Corp

VEOS
CETA
SNAPS
HEGIS
NCPS
RSA

HEGIS
CETA
VEDS/2nd report
Job Corp

s
,

,

.

Methods used
to unduplicate
report

A

Only use CETA students
not trained by
vocational education

,

No system
,,

Hand-check data
for accuracy and
to'eliminate
double counting

,

Iclentify
source of ,

funder and
trainer of _.
students

No system

.

6 7 4 8 9-10

.

.

VEDS (Secondary)
HEGIS
CETA
Expanded NCPS
Report

,

Job Corp

,

VEDS
HEGIS
RSA
Job Corp
CETA
Military
NCPS
SNAP§
Employment

Security

VEDS
CETA

-

.

These states
are establish-,
ing a network
of inter-
related agency
data systems.

.

1

. Exclude VED (postsecondary,
but footnote if VEDS-HEGIS
diifer greatly, only use CETA
class summary data.
RSA excluded since all
training sub-contracted.

No system

.

May use Social
Security numbers

Figure 3.1

Reports Used to Calculate Supply by SOICC
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technical schools and institutes, and community colleges), pro-
prietary schools, and to some extent communit base organiza-
tiohs. Those entities,that provide funds for triing are CETA,
RSA, State Board for Vocational Education, Vetera s Administra-
tion, and Bureau of Indian Affairs. The major a cos of poten-
tial duplicate counting that might inflate supply data appear to
be between the following:

Vocational Education (VEDS) And CETA
Vocationalk Education ('VEDS) and RSA
Vocational Education (VEDS) and HEGIS
Proprietary Schools (NCPS) and CETA

, The funding of training programs and support for individuals in
training come from many sources as illustrated in Table 3.1.
Administrators interviewed about multiple agency funding identi-
fied several sources of funds.

Table 3.1
=...."

Percent Indicating Sources of Funds for Programs

Sources of Funds
Tiaining
Agencies CETA BEOG Rehab. VETS WIN Other

.Local P-Sec. 95 50 77 77 2.3 23 (n = 22)

. , Local Sec. 70 8 13 8 4 13 (n = 22)

CETA 100 16 19 19,- 16 10 (n = 19)
,

State4Sec. .100 3 34 19 3 0 (n = 14)

State P-Sec. 100 31 56 56 25 13 (n = 13)

Major funding sources cited by the local postsecondary
school interviewees were CETA, Rehabilitation, and VETS. Local
secondary school respondents noted CETA as the major funding
source. Eighty percent of-CETP; staff reported their clients re-
ceived funds from another source in addition to CETA. All state
poAsecondary and secondary vocational education administrators
reported CETA as a funding source. When state and local admin7
istrators and MIS directors were asked to estimate What percent-
age of the students were funded by more than one agency, four of

17
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five reported between 0 and 25 percent. Most interviewees re-
ported that if students received funds from more than one source
they would be reported more than once. Interviewees said that
thete reports would be sent to a variety of agencies.

Multiple reporting between, EDS and CETA. The multiple re-
porting of students appears to happen in greater numbers in the,

VEDS and CETA reports than elsewhere. This isobased on the
facts that vocational eddcation programs atethe major trainer
for gETA clients, -a large portion of CETA clients_are included

-in the VEDS report, CETA clients are not identified sepatately
in the VEDS reports, CETA reports do not-identify clients
trained in public schools, and both the VEDS report ana the CETA
reports ate available for Inclusion in theisUpply calculations
In the ten states studied it was reported that:vocational
education.provides training for approximately 75 perCent of all
CETA plients receiVing skill training. A few exceptionS were
noted in that CETA Prime Sponsors in one etate reported .65"Ak

percent of training done by community-based organizations (CMOs)
-'whereas in another etate. CETA reported that proprietary schOols
train 35 percent of their clients. The Majority of the. Prime
Zoonsors.and BalanCe of State operations reported that from_80
percent to.100 percent of their referrals tO vocational
education are on an individual batis rather than contraCted.
classes: Two Prime Sponsors repotted a different artangementi:
indicating thayt 60 percent and 80 percent of theiX clients
received skill training through contracted,Classes. Thuathe :

potential for picking up the same individual twice (once through
the CETA report and once through VEDS) is a Strong probability
if bOth teports are*used to calculate supply.

The development of a process for accurately estimating the
supply and demand of"trained workers requires a great deal of
study and work, however the analysis of the states' reporting
systems in this study shows that eight of the ten states areior
plan to report occupationgl supply and demand data. Two of the
.states will develop a network of agencies to provide data and
information at the time decisions are being considered. All of
the eight states,developing supply/demand data report that they

- use both CETA and VEDS reports in their calculations.j One state
uses only total class data from CETA and .4nother redu es the
CETA report by the number of CETA trainees reported by -vocation-

al education. The other six states,using both CETA and VEDS re-
ports did not identify a method of reducing t119- multiple coun-

ting.

All ten states indicated that CETA clients in regular voca-
tional classes are included in the VEDS report. States do not
report thOse individuals trained in a contracted class supported
fully by CETA.funds. The VEDS instructions state that all stu-
dents in a program suPported by VEA funds (State Plan program)
should be included in the VEDS report. It appears that states



are correct in reporting CETI\ individual refereals and if any
vocational education resources (buildings, eguiPment, 'teachers)
are involved in CETA contracted classes those Should also be
contained in-tile VEDS report.-- In nin-e of theten states CETA
officials indicated that individdgl referrals made,up the major-
ity of the training done by vocationaleducation and that the
number in contracted classes is declirang. _This information
indicates that the agency or individual responsible for es-
timating supply should (1) use only CETA contracted class re-
ports,.or (2) reduce the numbers reported by vocational educa-
tion to reflect individual CETA trainees.

Multiple reporting between VEDS and RSA. Reports from Re-
habilitation Seryices Administration (RSA) and VEDS is another
potential source of multiple counting. Vocational education is
the major trainer for ASA clients who need skill training in
preparation for employment. These RSA referrals to vocational'
edudation are included in the VEDS report. Only two states out
of the ten visited indicated that they will be using the RSA re-
port in calcurating supply. Since RSA staff interviewpd in the
ten states indicated that vocational education does practically
all of the skill training for their clients, and since vocation- ..

al education reports all RSA clients in VEDS it can be concluded
that VEDS includes most if not all RSA trainees. Except where
unusual circumsta ces exist such as a aajor training,effort out-

4side vocational e b ucation the RSA report can be excludpd from
those used to'secure supply data.

Multiple reporting between VEDS and HEGIS. VEDS and HEGIS
will report many of the same people trained because both report
postSecondarrstudents. Both reports list individuals receiving
vocational training at the postsecondary level--VEDS reports the
number enrolled and those completing approved vocationarpro-'
grams, whereas while HEGIS includes all those receiving a diplo-
ma or certificate. Both -reports cover community colleges and
two4ciear programs in four-year institutions. The method of
analysis of multiple dounting outlined in the recommendations
,chaptier of this report gives a procedure that can be used to
determine Which or what part of these two, reports should be used
in a particular state.

To review, this section has presented an oveiview and spe--
cific details of the problem of multiple counting that occurs
because an individual ks included in two repotts.. The overrap
.in reporting between VEDS, CETA, RSA, and HEGIS is discussed and
findings resulting from state studies were presented. Specific
procedures for eliminating multiple counting are presented in
chapter 4.

Undercounting
,

Supply estimates showing individuals trained and available
for employment may be underestimated by failure to secure data

a
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or by receiptsof only partial data from all training entities.
If significant numbers of people are being trained and not coun-
ted the reported supply could create a false pict6ie of training
needs. For valid decisions about training programs it is es-
sential that the data that form the basis for,those decisions be
as omplete as possible.

In the ttates included in the study there,are several in-
stances where parts of the supply data may not be readily avail-.
able. In several states proprietary schools train relatively, ,

large numbers of students who are not reported through any state
system. iSome public schools, at both the secondary and postsec-
ondary le4ve1s, are training individuals for jobsiwho are not re-
ported through any system. Training done by CBON usually is
not reported unless through the-agency supporting the trainee.
These three potentiaJcauses ofoundercounting are discussed in

more detail the rem inder of this section.

Proprietary Sch ols

Most of th persons interviewed inAthe states felt that the
largest number of people being trained but not included in any
state reporting system occured in the proprietary .schools.
Numbers mentiOned by states ranged from a few hundred to oyer
sixty thousand-enrolled-in these institutions. Two of the
states in the study have no regulations governing.proprietry
schools. The remainder of the states have regulatory agencies-
'for proprietary schools but do not collect data by occupation.
Of the_ten states studied, six do -use proprietary data in
calculating supply whereas three use.(the Noncollegiate Post-
secondary Survey (NCPS) data. Some proprietary'schools are very
resistant to any regulation according to some ot the individuals
interviewed.

The one instance in which proprietary qchool reporting
seems to be fairly consistent is in the reports made to the Vet-
erans Administration. This is of course, prompted b the re-
quirements of the VA fOr follow-up data for those fograms.

training veterans. This reporting requirement affe as many as
50 percent of the program4in some proprietary schoo . If the
VA reduces its follow-up requirements this source of ata will
cease to exist.

There are several alternative approaches that might prove
effective in getting supply data from proprietary schools. The
Noncollegiate Postsecondary Survey .(NCPS) cOndttcted by the Na-' -

tionalfCenter for.Education Statistics (NCES) collects data from
proprietary schools. A shvt forth is sent to all of the schools
for which addresses are available.. A 10'percent survey/based on
a national sample /collects additional information. Both forms
provide enrollment and completion data by program, however,. no

'follow-up data are collected.. NCES uses_SOICC to update the



school List and encourages them to mail the questionnaires.
SOICCs can have long forms sent to all schools by paying the ad-
ditional mailing cost.

Several* states have conducted surveys-to collect completion
data from proprietary schools. Most proprietary,school opera-
tors indicated a willingne'ss to provide this information.to a

, responsible state agency such as SOICC. In a few instances pro-
prietary schOol representatives refused an interview.with the
project team indicating that they would not provide any.informa-
tion regarding their operation. Some proprietary representa-
ti'ves took the position that since they were not operating on
public funds they were under no obligation to base program deci-
sions on supply/demand information. Other schools took:the po-
sition that supply/demand data would be effectively used in de-
cisions relating to program offerings.

At.least one proprietary school studied, publishes a list
of completers.by program which copld be included in calculating
the posal of trained workers for'the occupations involved.. In-
terviewees in several states indicated_that in ttieir opinion a .

law was needed which requires proprietary schools to report
enrollment, completions, and placement by occupation (program)

-to some designated state agency.
A

Undercounting,in Public Schools

Another instance of possible undercounting is in programs
in the public schools which are. producing people available for
placement in a specific occupation but not reported throdgh any
system. Opinions as to the importance of this possibility were
widely.varied within the states studied: Generally it.was felt,
by many state leaders that there Were significant numbers being
trained at.the local level that were not being reported. On the
other hand.mdst of those at the local level stated that a14 in-
dividuals receiving occupationally specific skill trainingiwere
being reported. Instances were mentiOned Where a.few individ-
uals from non-reported programs might be considered prepared for
a specifiC occupation but nuMbers were so low as to be unimport-
ant to total supply.

Secondary level. In secondary education One state reports
only on those programs receiving federal vocational funds while
in the other.nine states programs receiving state or federal
funds are reported. 7In .the state reporting onl deral y
funded programs only one small secondary scboo was eliminated
from the list of Vocational programs. In a st e.using this
reporting policy those calculatinsupply/dema d should care-
fully investigate the number of.vocational programs not being
reported. In states requiring reporting for both state and
federally funded programs the undercounting of vocational pro-
gram trainees should not be a problem.'
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'Some .industrial arts or business programs dgl, have studenta

who go into a related occupation. Occurrence of this is limited
in numbers and sporadic except in a few isalated instances.
State investigations of this practice have generally not found
sVgnificant numbers consistently.being placed in jbbs related to

training.

Postsecondary level. At the: postsecondary level in the
. states studied no appreciable number..of traine60 are identified..!

that were not being reported.- Generally, -administrators of cam-
mbnity colleges and.technical institutes Stated that,all pto-

.,grams preparingi.new workers were being reported. Many schbols
providing short-term,- single:Akin training are not-reporting
.those programs;'however, it Was felt that new workers available
.for employment were not coming from these pragrams. Calcurators,
of supply/demand should be cautioned that in some states a
strongresistance to reporting to the State Board for vocational -
Education has resulted in no VEDS report Of anY'postsedandary
training. The HEGIS repoi.t on degrees and other formal-awards.'
conferrecLmight serve as:an acceptable altetnative in'som4
states. Only full investigation of the situation in a specific

state can determine where significant undercounting iday'be oc- 4

curring,

This section discusses situations in which persons May be

prepared for and.entering the work force but not reported
through any system. Recomidendations on how best to account for
these omissions are contained in the following chapter

Other findings which affect the improvement and use of
supply/demand data are discussed in the remainder of this chap,
ter.

Description of State Reporting Systems

The State .Occupational Information Coordinating.Committees
have the responsibility to coordinate the necessary resources to

develop and implement an occupational information System (Appen-
dix B). The states included in this study have developed dif!.-

ferent, operational alternatives to satisfy this charge. Four of
the SOICCs-Visited-are now producing a labor supply/demand re-
port, three of these are contracting with another agency for\the
report, another four SOICCs are in the development stage of pro-
ducing the'first supply/demand report for their state, and twb
other SOICCs are establishing'a network of interrelated agency
data systems.



All eight of the states inwhich a labor suriply report s
,

produced or planned stated that,;,`CETA data and VEDS'data are in-
cluded in the reports. . Only twOT:of the'SOICC's indicated that
they only include the CETA data:On clients not reported by voca-
tio education. Eipty-eightipprcent of the reports include
HE ata and475-percent includeNCPS data. In only onp in-
Stance was an expanded NCPS sUrveyused tO secure more indepth
data from proprietary schOols. Fifty percent of the reports in-
clude RSA and Job Corps_data, 38 percent included SNAPS.cane 25'
percent included defense data. OnlYtwo states repor.C.that all
eight data bases are used or being cOnsidered to be used in 'pro-
ducing their labor sUpply report.

In prder.to better understand thereports that are being
used each of.t major data sources and-Mime data are collected. o
will be discu d.

d

Vocational Educa ion Data System (Secondary)
41-

Three states reported that they are collecting data only to'
complete the VEDS report, no additional tudent data is collect-7
ed. All-states reported that they, would be including individual
CETA clients in the VEDS report. Two -states reported receiving
a MIS report from CETA indicating the number of-CgTA clients
trained by vocatiOnal education. Two states reported that
vocational education would not be including'Contracted CETA
classes in the VEDS report. None"of the vocational educatiOn
respdndents indicated they could identify individual vocational
rehabilitation clients. Most states indicated these instances
of duplicate counting would be negligible because of small
numbers and the fact that eight of.the ten states do not uSe RSA
data in estimating.supply.

States reported using various Methods to avoid duplicate
counting on the VEDS report. Methods included identification of
eadh'student by social security, number or student number, using
a fiscal-auditing-methOd, and avoiding multiple counting by
staff instruction and training. Two states reported,that "they_
had no formal system to avoid dUplicate counting in the- yps re-
port (figure 3.2).

The seCondary vocational edUcation data flow chart repre-
sents the various ways that data flowed in the-ten states visit-
ed (figure 3.3). States mail information forms and instructions
from the state MIS to the local schools-to be filled out: Other
systems collect information on 'Students at the loc 1 level and'
send this information:in individual or aggregrate form to the
state MIS.

.1

2 3.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

I.
STATE/LEVEL ...gppENT DATA:

.*--tiot*L TO STATE
METHOD OF
UNDUPLICATING COUNT
WITHIN INSTITUTION

Secondary %.-.-- Aggregated Fiscal Auditing

PostsecondarV Individualized
°

Social Security Number

' Secondary
.

I ndividual ized Social Security Nurriber
41

Postsecondary
.

Individualized Social Secur:itY-1.lumber
.

Secondary
_

.
Aggregated Staff Instruction

Individual Student Number
(Local)

Postsecondary I ndividual ized
Aggregated (VEDS)

Individual Student File

Secondary Individualized Teacher Check

Postsecondary Individualized Social Security Number

Secondary
-

Aggregated-enrollment
Individualized-follow-up

Instructions to Teacher.

Postsecondary Aggregated Social Security Number
- (Local) .

Secondary Aggregated Internal Checks. ,

Adjust by Percentage

Postsecondary Agregated Individual Checks

Secondary

-,

AOregated Individual Checks
(Local)

.

Postsecondary Individualized None

Secondary Individualized-follow-up
Aggregated-Other

Individual Checks
(Local)

Postseconddry Aggregated Report Unduplicated
to State

Figure 3.2
- Individual State Vocational Education Reporting Systems
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STATE/LEVEL

.

. ,

STUDENT DATA: -

LOCAL TO STATE
METHOD OF .

UNDUPLICATING COUNT
WITHIN INSTITUTION

......-

Secondary Aggregated .

,
None

.

Postsecondary Individualized None

Secondary '. Individualized None

Postsecondary Individualized
. .

None
,

Figure 3.2 Continued



LOCAL
SCHOOL. _DISTRICT- EGIONAL

1

STATE
PLANNINb
SpECIALIST

STATE
MIS'

71r
'STATE
PROGRAM
SPECIALIST

.

Figure 3.3 Secondary Vocational.Data Flow

The local school 'asigns someone the responsibility of Mi.,-
lecting the data (Figure 3.4). In some cases the student fills
out the record and this is placed directly on-line. 1This allows
both the regional and state offices to have access to the-data
at the same time. In the instance where an area vocational
school is involved; data on each students is returned to the
principal at the student's home high school. It should be
stated again that data can be individual student, class, pro-
gram, school, district, regional based, or aggregated at each
level depending on the system used.

VOCATIONAL DIRECTOR

TEACHER
COUNSELOR
CLERICAL
STUDENt

COMPUTER
TERMINAL

LOCAL H.S.
PRINCIPAL

STATE
MIS

DISTRICT REGIONAL

Figure 3.4 'Local Secondary Vocational Data Flow

Once the data reach the state level they are often checked
by sending them to eadh state program specialist or back to the
local person if there are unanswered question about the data.



At the state level, data are receiyed either in individual or
aggregated form, duplicated or unduplicated, and methods for
completing the federal reports are based on each state's system
for aggregating unduplicated data.

Postsecondary Vocational Education Data Systems (VEDS/HEGIS)

Staff observations in the field found postseCondary voca-
tional,education data flow to be much less complicated than the
secondary vocational education data flow (Figure 3.5).

LOCAL
POSTSECONDARY
SCHOOL

STATE
SECONDARY

VE
MIS

POSTSECONDARY
VE
MIS

Figure 3.5 VEDS Postsecondary Data Flow

Data could be collected by anyone given that responsibility"but
in most cases the postsecondary institution had a person in
charge of MIS or research who is responsible for dat collection
and reporting. Most states included in the study havè.a separ-
ate reporting system for the VEDS and HEGIS data. Only one
§tate reported a system where the data is reported on one form
and the VEDS and HEGIS are pulled from it.

Most states report an automated system for the VEDS data.
Most poitsecondary institutions place data on computers at the
institution. The tapes are then sent to the state MIS or it has
been placed directly on-line at the institution.

Vocational Data Systems (Postsecondary)

The HEGIS report in-all but one state is a separate report;
,All but two states report that different agencies in the state
have the responsibility for HEGIS and VEDS. No steps. are taken
'within the states to unduplicate these two reports.



BEGIS data in most instances are collected manually. These
data are generally the responsibility of a Board of'Higher EdbiL

cation. The HEGIS forms are usually mailed-from the Board of
Higher Education to the person responsible for the data at each
institution. The formb are filled out and returned to the Board
or sent directly to-NCES (Figure 3.6).

A

Forms BOARD OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

ILOCAL
NCESAr

Figure 3.6 Postsecondary Data FlOw

Most labor supply reports contain data from'VEDS and HEGIS.
This represents a large double count of trained workers unless
some system is used to unduplicate. Exceptions did occur, one
labor supply report only contained VEDS and another used only
the-'secondary VEDS data, and the HEGIS, but in most cases multi-
ple counting is-happening.

10-

CETA Data Reporting System
4

CETA contracts for training through many different agen-
cies. In most instances the major portion of training is done
by vocational education (Figure 3.7). Only two agencies re-
ported that they identify, these students and send a'repOrt to
vocational education monthly. In mist states, both the VEDS and
CETA report is used to produce the labor supply report. This
represents in mdst-states a large double count. Most CETA
agencies can identlfy the students but do not^have the data sys-
tem presently designed. .to be able to access this information.

Data are sent by the contractors by program in aggregated
form, tothe prime sponsor MIS, but individual records on ,par-.
ticipants is the method most widely used by CETA agencies inter-

viewed. The majority of the agencies have computer based sys-
tems for record keeping (Figure 3.8).
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The following chart shows the data reported by the CETA agencies visited in each state.

S1ATE

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

,GENCIES
Estimate of
Training Providers

Data System
Designed to identify
Training Provided

Prime 8ponsor

.

33% public vocational education
67% proprietaili schools

.

No

Balance of
State (BOS). no estimate

.

No

'Prime Sponsor (2) 95% pUblic vocational education
_

No

BOS 95% public vocational education No

Prime Sponsor (2) 35% public secondary vocational education
65% community-based organization (CBO)

Yes, report to
vocational education

BOS
.

35% public postsecondary vocational education
65% CB0

. .

No

Prime Sponsor (a)
(b)

Most contracted with public vocational education
55% public secondary vocational education
10% 'public postsecondary vocational education
35% proprietary schools

No

80% public postsecondary and CBOs
20% public secondary proprietary/skills context

Yes, but not
identified

Prime Sponsor (Z
.

majority by public secondary/postsecondary
vOcational education .

.

Yes, bUt not
identified '

.
BOS majority by public secondary/postsecondary

vocational-education
Yes, but not
identified

Prime Sponsor (2) 60% CETA
20% proprietary schools
10% public vocational education
10% CB0 '. ,

Yes,'report sent to
vocational education

.

BOS . 60% public vocational education.
30% proprietary schools

5% CBO
Yes, but not
identified

46
Figure 33

Estimate of Training Provided by Agencies to CETA Participants
Data System Designed to identify Providers
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STATE /A

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Estimate of °

Training Providers

Data System
Designed to Identify
Training Provided

GENC1ES

Prime Sponsor (2)

.. ,
. .

mostly public postsecondary
vocational education .

.

.a
BOS '

.

mostly public postsecondary
vocational education

.

Yes

Prime Sponsor (2) no estimate Yes, butvery difficult
-(land calculator)

_

BOS no estimate No ,

Prime Sponsor (2):
,

50% public vocational educa ion
50% local contractors

90-100% skill training vocational education
Yes, but don't
identify

BOS 56% public vocational education
50% local contractors

90-100% skit) training vocational education
Yes

Prime Sponsor (2) mostly public vocational education
small amount proprietary school (only where

program not offered by vocational education)
Yes, but don't ,
identify

BPS mostly public vocational education
small amount proprietary-school (only where

program not offeled by vocational education).

..

Yes, but don't
identify

Figure 3.7, continued 4 7.



CONTRACTOR

ON,

REGIONAL
PRIME SPONSOR

CETAE-
MIS

OFFICE'

Fi-gure 3.6 CETA Data Flow.

Summary of Perceptions of Reporting System Factors

The following tables indicate responses of individuals atthe state a
.r

local fevel, who have responsibility for reportingidata on indi iduals trained. Responses relate to factorsthought to be important in determining accuracy and completnessof data. Lines and columns in the following tables do not addto 100 because more than one,answer per interviewee is possibleand because of rounding.

Table 3.2

Percent Indicating Responsibility for Reporting Data on
Individuals Trained

Training
Agencies Teach/Couns. Stdnts. Adminis. Clerical Other

cal P-sec. . 29 15 69 0 15 (n=16)
Loca Sec. 66 \13 67 17 ,4 (n=24)
CETA 43 42. 13 23 (n=31)
State Seq. 29 3 34 3 (n=32)
State P-sed. 13 6 63 13 31 (n=16)



a.

The local secondary respondents
report that 67 percent of

the responsibility for .VIporting falls to the teachers and coun-

selors, while only 29 percent of the teachers and counselbi's at

the postsecondary level had this responsibility. The state

level staff reported 4 much lower percentage of teachers and

counselors being responsible for this task. Only a small. per-

centage of respondents report that studentd-"and clerical staff

have these responsibilities.

Other factors having atT\impactnn the flow of data are the

amount of pressure agd the amount of control on the persons re-

sponsible for the reporting. The responaents 'reported the fol-

lowing:-

Table 3.3

Percent Indicating Amount of Pressure to do 41ccurate and

Complete Reporting

Training
Agencies Low 3 4 High

Local P-Sec. 20 4 12 44 16

Local Sec., 21 4 17 29 29

CETA 11 4 14 18 54

State Sec.' 13 0 17 57 13

State P-Sec. 15 0 8 , 46 - 31

(n = 113)

e

Of'the 113 respondents who were asked to rate the amount of

pressure they felt to do accurate and complete reporting 77 per-

cent of the state postsecondary personnel felt highly pressured,

and 60 percent of their local counterparts also felt highly pre-

ssured. The 72 percent of theCETA-respondents
also felt high

pressure to do accurate reporting. /
At the local secondary level, 58 percent felt a lot of

pressure to do complete and accurate reporting and 25 percent

felt only little pressure At the.state level 70 percent-of the

secondary respondents felt highly pressured to do accurate re-,

porting.
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Table 3.4

Percent Indicating Degree"of Control Placed on
Local School for Reporting

Training Agencies Low

Local P-Sec. 25

Local Sec. 17

CETA 0

State Sec. 5

State P-Sec. 20

2"

0
e

4 High

17 _42

17

0 "' 33 56

16 42 21

30 30 10

'

Eighty-nine percent of CETA respondents feel a high degreeof control is.placed on them to do accurate and complete report-iing. At the local level, -5elm.ercent of the postsecondary repre-
sentatitres,felt more control than the secondary representatktresat 33 percent to do accurate and complete reporting. A reversalof this was shown at the state level. Of the state secondary
representatives interviewed, 63 percent felt that control was
exerted on them to do accurate and complete reporting and 40percent of the state postsecondary personnel interviewed felt
that same degree of control.

Table,3.5

Percent of Administrators and MIS Personnel Indicating
Degree of Administratdts and MIS Influence in Securing Reports

Low 2 3 4 High

Administratora 11 5 27 30 27
A

MIS Peisonnel 19 10 19 29 24



A high percentage of training administrators and MIS staff-1

feel that they can exert a strong influence in getting reports

from local: training institutions.

Table 3.6

Percent of,Training.Agencies Inaicating

Factors Influencing Control on Local School Reporting

Training Agencies idaws/Regs. Funding Persuasion Other

0,

Local P-Sec. 38 73 27 0

Local Sec. 30 79 2-1 13

CETA 18 32 0 0

Stat Sec. 21 ,
34 13 3

State P-Sec. 11 44 19 0

At the local level, funding.is the. most prevalent means of

inducing schoola to submit reports. Laws and regulations,are.

also a factor irilocal school reporting. At the state level, e

funding again isthe basib control agent with laws and regula-

tions next in importance at the secondary level and persuasion

next in importance at the state postseCondary level.

Another factor which has 6-ome impact on data flow is amount

of MIS automation, as described in'the following table:

34'
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Table,3.7

Percent Indicating Degree of Automation of .MIS
By Training Agencies

Training Agencies Low 2 3 High

-Local P-Sec. 12 8 '12 31 35

Local Sec. 70 4 4 9 13

CETA 21 7 4 18 50

State Sec. 0 113 20 40 . 27

State P-Sec. 21 0 ,21 21 36

Administrators 33 9 6 20 30

MIS 19 4 17 27 33

(n = 106)

A majority (66 percent) of the local postsecondary inter-
viewees saw their MIS system as being highly automated, while at
the local secondary level 70 percent of those interviewed_stated
their MIS was,operated.manually. Sixty-eight percentoof the
CETA respondents rated their MIS systems as highly automated.
At the state_level secondary representatives (67 percent) and
postsecondary repreggritatives (57 percent) reported their MIS
systems to be highly automated. Over 60 perdent of the MIS
staff interviewed felt *heir systems to be highly automated.
-Half the administrators gave their MIS the same rating.'

In visits to the ten states it was learned that, two of
them had no state regulating agency for tiroprietary schools.
Five of the SOICCs used proprietary school iqformation in calcu-
lating supply data. 'The most common reasonlcited for not using
state generated proprietary school information is that it is not-
occupationa,lly specific. Duplicate counting could occur between

a
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CETA or vocational rehabilitation clients and the NCPS surveys.

NCPS does not identify the funding source of individuals

All of the RSA visited, except one, Contract-for all their

training. Tbe one RSA,that does some of its own training has

its data on trainees included in the planned SOICC Supply re-1

port. Other supply data on RSA are reported by the training Ag-

ency.

.
It was determined that duplication,of count would be Un-

likely to occur with Job Corps, since it is an instructional
provider and uses its own training centers. Some person in-

terviewed felt that.Job Corps data shoUld not be includeØ in
theit report because most, of the clients return-to the tate

from which recruited oh completion'of 'their training.

Other Findings

The 300 individuals interviewed at the state and local

leuel consisted of the following officials:
-

State Occupational Information Coordinating
tCornmittee Director
State Vocational Education Director
State Vocational Education MIS,Director
State Vocational Education Planner
CETA Balance of State MIS Supervisor
HEGIS Coordinator
Director of the Regulating Agency for Propri-

etary Schools /
Postsecondary Vochtional Education Agency Head

Vocational Rehabilitation
Head of a Urciop, or Joint Labor Council

The research team also made trips to two secondary and two

postsecondary vocational-technical schools or community colleges

and two CETA prime sponsors conferring with the following indi-

viduals:

Secondary Vocational Education Director
Secondary MIS person
Postsecondary Vocational Education Director

Postsecondary Vocational Education MIS person

j A major employer
A CETA Prime Sponsor Training Director
A CETA MIS person

Perceptions of Further Improvements in the OIS

Information generated by these intervi-6ws is analyzed and

discussed earlier in.this chapter. In addition to this infor-

mation each of the persons interviewed.was asked to state their
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A

a

perception of further improvements which are nqeded'to increase
the effectiveness/6r efficiepcy'of the data,system ih the state..
The needs observed) by the research teams will be discussed latei
in this chapter and are not nedessarily the same as those iden-
tified by those individuals interviewed. Obviously,, if respon-
sible individuals see ateas of improvement (real or imagined) in
the state data system, this requires some action on the part of
those responsible. The improvements identified-by state and
local personnel are summarized 'below. Responses were-grouped
into five categori'es and the number of states (out of ten) in

. which this need was mentioned is listed.

Needed Improvements Relating to Quality of Data:

o Timeliness of the supply/demand data - 7 states.
o Data do not show localtupply/demand states,
o Identification of specikl'needs students in VEDS

report 2 states.
o Local influence on data reported - I state,
o Complivice only reason for reporting - I state.
o Differences in data collection methbds - 1 state.

Needed- Improvements Relating to Procedures:

o Lack-of uniform reporting definitions between
local, "state, federal 9 states.
Lack of coding, and Osterri uniformity between
reporting systems - 9 states.

o Lack of communication and cooperation betWeen.state
agencies - Ei_states.

o Unrealistic reporting requirements - 5 s tates.
o Changing reporting re'quirements from year to *year

- 4 states.
Mobility of students 7 3 states.
Lack of automation at local and (tate level - 3
states.

o Lack of feedback to local school from state agen-
ci'es 2 states.

o Duplication ot reporting requirements between,
reporting systems - 2 states.

o 'Lack of use of data by decision makers - 2 states,'
4

Needed Improvements associated with.staff:

o Attitude, commitment, awareness of data by data
reporters and users 7 7 statep.

o Local staff lack knoWledge' of procedures for
reporting - 3 states.
Staff tUrnover and shortages - 3-states.
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Multiple Counting, Undercounting, General:

o Training not reported - 7 states.
o Student reported through-two systems - 3 states.
o Sources of supply not included in system - 3 states.
o Privacy rights and Islas - 2 states.

TA improvements that providers and users of state and lo-
cal data systems see as most important seem to fall into three
general areas of need:

o Need for improving quality of the data in terms of
timeliness, local usefulness, and eliminating mufti-
ple counting and undercounting

o Need for uniformity in definitions, coding, and
procedures

o Need for greater commitment and cooperation in im-
proving the quality and use of data

Although some of the improvements identified by the
individuals interviewed appear to be highly individualized and/
or localized, the suggestions that.were most commonly mentioned
must be taken as indicative of a 'need. 'Whereas the study being
reported here deals only with supply data from the sources
identified, full utilizaticn of information for effective
planning is equally dependent upon the other factOrs mentioned
as major problems. The following section of this chapter is a
report of the major needs observed by the project teams visiting
the states.

Needs Observed

Individuals conducting the research on improving the supplk
data that go into the occupational supply/demand systep spent
two weeks each in-ten states. In addition to the interviews
mentroned earlier, the investigation included, the collection
and review of dgta collection forms, coMpleted forms, summariza-
tions, and reports and observations in local schools and CETA
Prime Sponsors. Team members were able to visUalize the overall
data'system in the state, its individual components, the".
methodology and procedures used, and to get a "feel" for the
setting in which the system operates.

4

Based on these observations and the individual interviews
the tbam has identified the following areas for improvement:
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o Inability to secure data on the output of proprie-.
tarp schools and other cases of undercounting land
multiple counting

o A lack of commitment to the use and improvement
of the data system

o A lack of cooperation and communication within and
between agencies and local schools or agencies

o A lack of uniform, clearly understood definitions
and codes

The needs identified by-the research team are not greatly
different from those most often mentioned by the interviewees.
Undercounting and multiple counting were widely recognized as
concerns by those calculating supply numbers. ,The need for
commitment to the collection and use of data and cooperation'-`
between agencies in this effort was also opserved and stressed
by interviewees. Uniformity of coding andrdefinitions was a
need identified through both observation and interviewing.

The Human Factor in Data-based-Decision Making

As this research work in the states progressed it became
increasingly ofwious that undercounting and mUltiplle counting
are indeed critical issues that must be resolved; but the staff,
also realized that these ptoblems could only be resoliled in
terms of the context in which ehe system Operates. 'The team was
atruck by the almost univer.sal skepticism about the quality of
the data and.the equally compelling and pervasive feeling of
need for accurate, timely, and relevant information upon which
to base decisions.

As complex as the counting problem is the researchers in
the field were constantly nagged by a more generic and ,fundamen-
tal peoblem--the milieu in _which data systems operate and deci-
sions are made. This system is made up of a number 9f independ-
ent training operations each with its own MIS and dOision
making procedures. The ultimate obiective-that of improving the
quality and use of the odcupational supply/demand information
systemcan only be fully achieved when all parts of ehe process
mesh to produce information that improves decisiona. In this ,

section the research staff will attempt to set in some perspec-
tive the environment in the states as it was observed and to
relate some recent writings in information theOry to those state
situationp, -

The need for relevant information that can be used in
making decisions pertaining to occupational training is increas-
ingly being recognized by state-leaders. This development is
triggered by (1) the rapid turnover of state leadership, which
reduces the experience base, (2) the multiplicity and complexity
of the decisions to be made.; (3) the.demand for accountability,
(4) the many special groups with special needs, (5)°the move
toward individualism,\ and many other factors.
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Society's perception ot leadership and perhaps state train-
ing leadership's self-perception, is gradually dhanging from

that of the leader who "shoots from the hip," "flies by the seat

of his pants," and gives instant decisions to a deciSion Maker
relying heavily on relevant data: The effective leader is no
-longer perceived as a person expected to know everything but one

who is able to balance the cbmplex forces'that impact on effec-
tive administration of programs. As in any sudh transition
there will be inOividuals at-all stages of dhange, from those
still very doubtful of the data to those totally enamored with
it.

As the nse of data becomes more and more closely associated
with intelligent decisions, there is a danger of those just dis-
covering its usefulness becoming totally dependent upon and re-
active tb masses of data--any data. And so, we find decision
makers gathering information they do not use, asking for,reports
they.do not read, and acting,and then requesting information.to
justify the act (Feldman and March, June 1981):

This image of information utilization contrasts dramatically
with the view that information gathered ,for use in decision mak-.
ing will be used in making that.decision and available informa-
tion will be examined'before,more information is requested and

gathered. However, to be realistic, it must be recognized that

as the intelligent use of data for decisions becomes increasing-
ly the symbol of effective'leadership, some administrators will
manage to assume th'e form, without beidg influenced by the

-substance.

This appearance of data utilization may'result from many
,causes--objective decisions are not really wanted; managers do

not know how to use data; politics, special interests or tradi-
tion are stronger; or there is a fear of losing'decision making

power. On .the other hand, data are expensive to gather and ana-

lyze, data are often Suspected'of being inaccurate or manipulat-
ed, and problems may arisetthat were not.anticipated. Yet_or-
ganizations somehow survive and even succeed. Individuals de-

velop rules for dealing with informatiOn under conditions of

conflict. Decision makers discount much of the information that

is generated. Not all .information is ignored, however, and in-
ferences are made-(National Academy of Sciendes 1979).

Just as in the change'process, information seems-to deve-.

lop a force of its.own. As the belief increases that more in-

formation dharacterizes better decisiOns so does the mass of
information available become transformed, through practice, into

functional necessityt
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Environment for Information Generation and Use

Project staff spent two weeks in each of ten states inter-
viewing providers, collectors and users- of occupational supply
data. The staff gradually began to realize that, as in all hu-
man endeavors, there was much more operating than,the straight
forward recording, analysis, and use of data. Human egos,
fears, biases were involved. Turfism, tradition, politics, and
vested interest were matched against a strong committment to co-
operative solution of the states training needs. The whole gam-.
ut of human emotions were found to be affecting this process.
This finding should not be surprising since humans are involved
in every step Of the accounting of individuals trained and ,.

available.for work.

This recording of the fact that the process is influenced
by human feelinga and behavior should not be taken as a criti-
cism of the system. Rather it should alay the fears.of loss of
individualism--'-treating everyone as a number"--and emphasie
the fact that the driving forde behind the whole effort is to be
better able to serve all individuals. .This operation should,
therefore, be viewed as a soCial process involving students, -

teachers, administrators, secretaries, computer pperators, etc.
It is not simply a problem of forms, computers, and reports.
Administrators may have a much better grasp of this concept than
do MIS people whose observable problems are usually more mechan-
ical. The understanding that this is a people problem--people
must fill in the forms, people must punch the buttons, people
must take the jobs, people must make the decisions--as this is

recognized our search for solutions becomes sharpened. The
construction of forms, the processing of data are important but
only as a means of making people better informed and helping
them make better decisions.

The "push-pull" situation, found to some ektent in all
states, further illustrates the humanness and consequently the
complexity of the problem. Interview notes are replete with
these push-pull illustrations:

If the data were better we would-use them more"
"If the data were used more we could make them better"-

"We already have more data than are used"
"There are never enough data"

"Those people who gather the data"
"Those people who use the data" ,

"The data have verS, few errors"
"The data are not reliable"

"Local employers can give us better information"
"Local employers do not care if we train too many"
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"Those people at the state office"
"Those'people at the local school"

"That's SOICC's job"
"That's OUR job?"

This section of the report has discussed some issues in ad-

Uition to undercounting and multiple counting that the project

staff felt to be important. As data collection and analysis
methods become more sophisticated, so must the use of the infor-

mation.

Perceptions of Factors Influencing Quality and Use of-Data

The information presente in this section relates indirect-
ly to undercounting and dupl ate counting but is believed to
impact on the quality of the data. Data'are not created in a

vacuum. They are develoPed r humans with varying degrees of
education, training in data collection, and ideas about the
importance, and use of data. All these affect the accuracy and
the perceived accuracy of data. These findings are useful in
understanding the environment in whl-ch data are collected. All
numbers given are percentages and may riot total-100 due to roun-

dje64. Identification of interviewee groups can be found in Ap-.

pendix C.

Table 3.8

Perceptions of Degree of Data Accuracy by Interviewees

Interviewee
Group Inaccurate 2 3 4 Accurate ._._

Local Sec. 0 9 17 44 30 '
(n =:26)

Local P-Sec. 0, 4 23 35 39 (n = 23)

CETA 0 3 10 47 40 (n = 30)

State Sec. 0 9 41 41 9 (n = 32)

State P-Sec. 0 13 27 47 13 (n = 15)

Administrators 0 10 24 37 29 (n = 70)

MIS 0 7 29 46 18 (n = 56)

Combined Sec. 0 9 31 42 18 , (n = 55)

Combined P-Sec. 0 7 24 39 29 (n = 41)
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Local secondary and postsecondary representatives appear to
have more confidence in the accuracy of their data than state
staff have. Both secondary and postsecondary rated their data
accuracy high; 73 percent and 74 percent Few

11.state level secondary and postsecondary personnel con
dence in data accuracy, 50 percent and 60 percent respectively
rating it,as highly accurate. CETA also rated their data quite
accurate, giving accurate (4-5) an 87 percent rating. Nearly

I1

two-thirds of the administrators (66 percent) and.MIS managers
(64 percent) felt that their data were reasonably accurate.

Tdble 3.9

Level of Data Collection

Interviewee Group Low 2

Local.Sec. 4 21
6

Local P-Sec. 0 4

CETA 3 0

State Sec. 0 13

State P-Sec. 0 0

Combined Sec. 2 17

Combined P-Sec. 0 2

Priority by Interviewee Group'

3 4. High

29 25 21 (n = 24)

19 35 42 (n = 26)

13 42 42 (n = 31)

22 52 13 (n 723)*

38 31 (n = 16)

38 17 (n = 47)

24 36 38 (n = 42),

By comparing overall responses, CETA gave the highest pri-
ority to data collection; 84 percent of CETA respondents rated
it very high. Twenty-four percent.of the postsecondary respon-
dents felt data collection was a high priority as compared to 55
percent of the secondary,respondents.
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Table 3,10

Percent Indicating Program Funding Based on Data Submitted
by Interviewee Gioup

Interviewee Group YES 'NO

Local Sec.

Local /3Sec...,

CETA -

67

100

75

17

o

25

(n = 2)

(n = -6) .

(n - 16)

State Sec. , at 15 (n = 13)

state P-Sec. 80 20 (n = 10)

Administrators 82 18 (n = 22)

MIS 77 18 (n-= 17)

Combined Sed. 79 16 (n = 19)

4
Combined P-Sec. 83 17 (n = 12)

Funding for secondary and postsecondary vocational educa-

,...tion program is influenced substantially by the data received

from the local level. All local postsecondary representatives
stated their vocational programs received funding on the basis

of the data they submitted. At the state level, 80 percent of
those interviewed said they funded programs based on data

submitted.

Table 3.11

Percent Indicating Reports Sent to Local Agencieb
By'Interviewee Group

Interviewee Group Yes No

CETA 84 16 (n = 19)

State Secondary 100 0 (n = 26)

State Postsecondary 71 29 (n = 14)

Administrators 72 21 (n = 29)

MIS 88 9 (n = 32)
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Re,SpOndents were asked if completed reports were returned
to local agencies. The majority of respondents indicated that
they.sent reports to local agencies.

Tably 3.12

Purpose of MIS Report4 (Percent)

Interviewee
Group Plan. Fund.

Pçog.
ec.

Needs
Rpting Assess.
4

Eval. Other n

Local P-Sec. 85 65 58 96 23 27 46 (38)

.Local Sec. 83 54 71 79 33 38 29 (32)

CETA -83 52 52 94 19 45 32 649)

state Sec. 91 50 25
,

66 .13 34 22 (431

State.P-Sec. 73
.
- 75 56 63 44 31 31 (46)

Administrators 86 49 52 71 20 34 43 (54)

MIS N 76 51 40 68 26 28 23 (48)

N.

Both secondary and postsecondary state agencies report that
the major use'of MIS data iS mainly for planning. At the state
postsecondary level 75 percent of those interviewed indicated
the data are.used for,funding dscisions. Over half (63 percent)
of state postsecondary respondents irdicated-using MiS data for
repgrting purposes and (56 percent) i.eported use of MIS reports
in making program decisions.

Local postsecondary representatives indicated the MIS re-
pores used for reporting, planning, funding, and program deci-
sions. Local secondary representatives used MIS reports for
planning (83 percent); reporting (79 percent); and program deci-:
sions (71 percent). CETA's use of reports was for reporting (94
percent) and planning (83 percent).

%hen administrators and klIS managers were asked for what
purposes MIS reports,were used4 eight out of ten identified
planning; seven out of ten identified general reporting; nearly /

half,identified funding and program decisions; and less than
one-third identified using reports for evaluation and needs as-
dessment.
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Review

This chapter has presented findings of this study of supply

data in the following areas:

o Problems and causes of multiple counting and under-

couni.ing

o A description of state reporting systems and indi-

.
vidual perceptions relating to those systems

o Interviewee and project team members perceptions of
problems in the reporting system ,

o A discussion of the human factors and the.environ-

ment in decising making

A6presentation of characteristics of MIS staff's
and individual views of the factors affecting the

quality and use of data

The followin§ apter presents conclusions and recommenda-

tions emerging from he findings: A method'of analyzing multi-

ple counting problems is suggested and illustrated.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introductican000P-

-

This research project was designed to-identify way;S to im-
prove the supply side of the occupational supply/demand data
system being developed in the states. This data systdm will be
the major source of information used to determine theneed for
training by specific job title. Use of the supply/demand data
Will be primarily for program planning (expansion, continuation,
di- termination), for counseling, and for program evaluation.-

The study combined i,he following:

o A review of'the relevant ltterature includinT
research .reports, laws, regulations, and forms
relating to the federal and state reporting
systems

o Interviews with 274 individuals involved in
the production and use bf data at the state
or local level in ten states

o* Interviews and conferences with agency repre-
sentatives at the state and federal level and

o Observations in ten states and sixty local
training institutions or agencie4

Conclusions

Based on inforthation produced through the steps outlined
previously the project staff present the following-conclusions
for this study:

Duplicate reporting of trainees does occur
in numbers large enough.to significantly
influence supply data apd decisions made on
that data. CETA report's and VEDS reports'
both contain names of CETA trainees in re-
gular vocational classes at both th, second-
ary and postsecondary Yevels. .Sint4e- neither
party should be expected to reduce the num-
bers reported this becomes a state problem
and can best be handled at that level. The
VEDS report and the MEGIS report duplicate .

counts of postsecondary vocational students-
receiving a certificate or diploma. Plans .e6
implement a uniform reporting base in NCES
should help to correct this problem.
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o Vocational education is the major provider of train-
ing for CETA clients in. most states apd for most
prime sponsors. In a few instances CETA places signi-
ficant numbers of its clients in proprietary schools
or CBOs for training.

o Vocational educators take the.pbsition that some
vocational funds are uved in the training of CETA
clients (building, equipment, and.so forth.) there-
fore, they should be included in the VEDS report..
.No state was found that eliminated CETA clients in
regular vocational programs from the VEDS report.
VEDS reporting instractions ask for Counts of stu-
dents in programs supported by vocational funds
(state plan.programs) and in no instance do.the
instructions require the elimination of Students
supported by other fundg.

5.

o The development of an effective occupational supply/

demand data system.requfres several years. The ef-
fective use Df such a system may take even longer.

Generally s t'es require VEDS reports on any program
receiving f deral or state funds. This means that
every appt ed vocational program is included in the

. State pla and the VEDS report, whether or not it
recei any federal vocational funds.

-

o If a state requires the VEDS report on only federal-
ly supported vocational programs a school may (l) re-
fuse the federal funds and not report on any programs,.
or, (2) designate only certain programs as receiving
federal Vocational funds and report on only those. Only

.one state in the ten studied had this situation.

o Propxietary schools are a major source of trained
workers, Which are not included in many of the
state's supply/demand data systems.

o Training occurring-in most secondary programs not
traditiona,lly considered to be vocational (indus-

trial arts, typing, book1Ceping, and so fortht
generally, do not produce students available for a
specific occupation in numbers great enough to be

significant.

o Community colleges have a large number of students
who'only take one or a few coupses needed for em-
ployment.- Those compiling supply data Should ini-
tiate procedures to include these individuals if
they at6 prepared for a specific occupation or occu-
pational group.
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Reporting systems, to be most effective in providing
supply data, should be occupationally specific, use
a unique individual number such as social security
number, show numbers of completers available for a
job, and report numbers placed by job title.

Recommendations

Improvement of Supply Data

1. Supply numbers should be based on number of
trainees available for employment. If.this
information is not available aome logical
modification formula should be applied to
other available data.

2. A major cause of undercounting is lack of data
on proprietary schools. A state may (1) conduct
survey of proprietary schools, (2) secure NCPS
data from NCES, and/ot (3) encourage state laws
to require reporting of proprietary schools.
It is recommended that SOICCs do the mailing
of the Noncol1egiate Postsecondary Survey, re-
ceive the responaes back from schools, record
completion data, and send material on to NCES.

3. Based on state differences major supply, d ta
sources should be'as follows:

VEDS - Secondary and Postsecondary
CETA - Contracted Classes (if not reported in

VEDS)
Propritt.ary Schools data - NCPS

Supplemental sources that should be considered
are as follows:

HEGIS - 2-year programs in 4-year,
institutions

CBO - in instances where numbers are
significant

4. CETA reports should be modified to include the
type of institution providing the training and
whether on an individual referral or contracted
class basis.

5. Every effort should be made to use socialsecurity
numbers to identify every individual receiving
training in any federal or state funded prOgram.
This would facilitate the proCess of correcting
Aoluplicate counting.
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6. Numbers of trainees missed through vocational pro-
grams that do not fill out federal reports, although

not significant in most states, should be studied

by the state -agency responsible for calculating

supply.

7. Secondary programs not usually considered voca-
tional (industrial arts, typing, and so forth)

should be investigated to determine if they
constitute a significant source of trainees hot

'being reported.

Improvement of Supply/Demand System

1. At 'the Federal level e<rery effort should be exerted

, to establish one occupational coding system and one
education-training program coding system. The NCES

uniform reporting system is designed to partically
elimnate this problem When implemepted.

2. States should establish a policy of occupational
training program approval or continuation based on

occupational demand, student interest, acceptable
placement levels, and other factors identified
within the state.

3: As stated in the creating legislation the SOICC
Committee should have principle responsibility
for the production of a report which matches
occupational supply against occupational demand.

4 The Occupational Employment Statistic (OES) program

should continue to be expanded in order to provide
occuPational demand information in the states.

5. Officials'at 'the state and federal levels should

continue to investigate alternative ways of securing

foliow-up information. These might include sampling-

or use of existing data such as Unemployment Insur-

ance, Internal Revenue, Social Security, or others.

6. State procedures should be established to ensure
involvement of, and feedback to, local providers of

data.

7o Research should be conducted to identify ways to

increase the use of supply/demand data im state and

agency program planning.
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Analysis of Multiple Counting \

It is recominended that the following eeries of questions be
used to eliminate. , duplicate counting in Supply calculations'.
'Any agency faced with using training'reports to calculate supply
where duplicate reportchg is suspected can work through these,
questions to reach a solution to the,problem. An example of the
use of the proces ip giverl at the end Of his section.

. In.case of a traine-e or program supi5orted-bfunder other
than the trainer the following questions should be considered:

Q. 1. Does the report from the funder and the report
from the trainer both report'individuals trained
by specific occupationoor occupational group?

Q . . What is the magnitude of this duplicate count-
ing?

- Q. 3. Can the trainer identify studente supported
(reported) by the,funder?

Q. 4. can the fundler identily in its report students
reported by the trainer?

Q. 5. What will be lost by not using trainers
reports?

Q. 6. Can this loss be corrected in any other', way?

Q. 7. What will be lost by not.usingsfunder rePorts?

Q. 8. Can this loss be corrected in any oi.her way?

'Q. 9. What are the alternative solutions?

Q.10. What is the most feasible alternative?

Example of analysis of multiple counting. (Vocational
Education and CETA)
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Table 4.1

ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE COUNTING
.QUESTION ALTERNATIVE ANSWERS . CONCLUSIONS

0.1. Does the re-
report from the
funder (CETA)
and the report
from the trainer
(VEDS) both re-
port individuals .
trained by speci-
fic occupation or-
occupational
group?

0.2. What is
the magnitude of
this duplicate
counting?

Q.3.. Can the
trainer (Voc. Ed.)
identify students
supported (re-
ported) by the
funder (CETA)?

A.1. Vocational ed-
ucation (VEDS) re-
ports CETA individ-
ual referrals but .

not classes contract-
ed for CETA trainees
only.
A.2. .CETA reports
"all clients placed
in training.
A.3. If either. CETA.
or vocational educa-
tion does not report
students trained by
vocational education
and funded by CETA
no multiple counting
is occurring.

Both vdcation-
'al education and
CETA report by speci-
fic occupation or
occupational group.

A.1. This multiple re-
porting is large
enough to affect sup-
ply data.
A.?. ,Multiple 6okinting
is too.small.:to affect
supply data.

Multiple,counting
is only significant in
certain occupations.

1.1. At the local
level, probably yes.
At the state level,.
probably no.
A.2% If both aden-

7
cies use social,
security numbers 'and
records are computer-
ized, dupli?.ion
could be eliminated,
at the state level.
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C.1. Multiple re-
porting does oCcur
tbetween VEDS and
CETA. -

C.2. Ways mist be
found to avoid
duplicate counting
in supply data.

C.1. ! Multiple re-
porting involves
numbers 'large
enough tef affect
calculations of
,supply inthose
occupations for
which CETA pro-
vides training.

C.1. Since voca-
tional educators
consider that
they are. partial-
ly funding CETA
training (facili-
ties, equipment,
and so forth),
they are not '.

likely to be Will-
ing.to eliminate
CETA students from,
their reports.



--QUESTION'

ANALYtI$ OF MULTIPLE CdUNTING
.

ALTERNATIVE ANSWERS' CONCLUSIONS- '

Q.4. Can the
funder (CETA)
identify in its
report students
reported by
trainer (VocEd)?

Q.5. What will
be lost by not
using trainers
(Voc. Ed.) re-
port?

Q.6. Can this
loss be correct-
ed in any other.
way?

"NIP-

Q.7. What will
be lost by not
using funder (CETA)
reports?

Q.8. Can-this
loss be corrected
any other way?

A.1. If CETA can
report individual
referrals separately
from contracted
classes a large
amount 'of the dupli-
cation can be eli-
minated.,

A.1. Not using VEDS
would lose all voca-
tional students.

A.1. No, for second-
ary students. Pos-
sibly through HEGIS'
for postsecondary stu-
dents.

A.1. CETA students
trained Ln contracted
classes.
NOTE: Most states in
the study reported
that,contradted
classes only make qp
a small proportion of
students and is de-
creasing..

A.1 Nof
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C.2. The problem
.becomes one of un-
dupliCating re-
ports rather than
reducing numbers
reported.

C.1. Use. CETA
report for 'numbers
of stud-ents in .

contracted
classes -- rest
of CETA students.
from VEDS

(2.1. Not feasi-
ble.

C.1. No adequate
method of correc-
tion.

C.1. A possible
solution if no
better alternative
can be found.

C.1. Count would
be reduced by num-
ber in dointracted
classes...!



ANALYSIS OFMULTIPLE COUNTING .

QUESTION

Q:9. What are
alternative solu-
tions to elimin-
ate multiple
,counting.

ALTERNATIVE ANSWERS CONCLUSIONS .

,

A.1. Unduplicate
'count by matching,
social security num-
bers if available:
A.2... Take contract-
ed class count from
CETA. All other from
vocational education.
A.3. Intermediate.
hgency (SOICC) remove
individual referrals
from VEDS or CETA if

; either group can'iden-
_

tify.
A.4. Use only VEDS
report.

Analysis of alternatives to elj.minate multiple counting be-
tween other reporting systemS pan follow-the same procedure as
the example above. Some general guidelines based on a majority
of states studied are given'in the fiollowing statêments:.

o A relative small nuMber of individuals,receive s'up-

port for skill trainingithi'ough RSA.

o RSA,refers the,majority of its clients Who need
training to vocational education.

o Vocational eduCation'reports.RSh trainees in VEDg.

o VEDS will include most RSA trainees.

o Community based, organizations (CB0s) do some
training of CETA clients. The number receiving
occupationally-specific skill training is not ,

significant, in most state'S supply calculations.

o- Veterans Administration (VA) supports trainees in,
both vocational education and A proprietary
schools'.

o Vocational education reports'thcise VA clients
trained in VEDS.

o VA clients,trained iri"proprietary schools would
have to come from.VA or proprietary reports. '
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o Dupliction occurs between VEDS report and_HEGIS

report.

O HFGIS report contains enrollments and numberkre-
ceivi.ng centificate or diploma.

o States are aware of, but only a few have used Non-
collegiate Postsecondary Survey (NCPS} data.

5

Concluding Statemea

AS a concluding statement to this report the project team,
in retrospect, found a very complex situation in each state. A

situation involving many a4encies operatinewat several levels,
dedicated individuals struggling to prioritize the diverse needs

and dehiands placed upon them, several reporting and planning

systems largely operating separately, and a SOICC with no turf

to protect and no programs.to run, and beginning to establish

an identity and a missiOn. There is no doubt about the desira-

bility of coordirtion of.the training effort. With so many

highly competent and effective individuals operating,.as-would.
be expected, within their-own world of endeavor,.the necessity

for individuals without boundries--SOICC1--who can build bridges

between the existing worlds, is itical. Effective coordina-

tion can start with an informa,ipI system that communicates with

all of the providers and fun rs of training; that grows into an
organized cooperative program to meet the job preparation ef-.

forts of the state and nation. The highly idealized picture of

a state and -national occupational training prograM is no more

than those persons needing and seeking training.have a right to

'ekpect.

The information systems that can spark and guide this:co-
ordinated effort need not be one system; but if the seVeral data

mechanisms are to foster communication they must speak the same

language. This need for niformity of language, which seems so
obvious and yet has prov n to be so elusive, requires time, ef-
fort,qand leadership at a l levels -- local, state, and.nation

al. The achievement,of this comm nication tool requires con-
cessions to others, yielding_of reviougly held positions,
slaughter-of some holy cows, and above all a determination to
eradicate barriers and construct bridges of cooperation. It is

time to get about the work of,a unified deterthination of needs

and a coordinated effort to provide.the training to meet those

needs.



APPENDIX A

LITERATURE REVIEW

Background

Chronic high unemployment has plagued the United States in
the last decade. Some research efforts to unde4tand this prob-
lqmhave concentrated on the Characteristics and skills of the

ployed, and others have examined the job market itself and
had revealed, many unfilled jobs in the presence of high ,unem-
ployment. Many caUses are attributed to these seemingly contra-
dictory phenomena. A major explanation is a lack of fit between
the skills possessedby the workers and fhe skills desired bY
the employers. There is, all too often, a-Severe mismatch be-

,
tween the occtipational skill level of the unemployed segment of
the labor force and the available job openings in a specific
labor market area. This condition, referred to as "structural
uneMployment," is real and widespread in large portions of the
labor market.

Recent years, have seen some response to the problem of
structural unemployment. In order for training systems to ful-
fill their responsibility to individuals and satisfy require-
Ments within the economic system, training institutions,'human
resource planners, policymakers, 'and economists must have cur
rent, accurate, comprehensive information about future demand
equirements, about current supply and about future supply.
Timely and accurale supply information will allow educators; hu-
man resource planners, counselors, program planners, and policy-
makers to make more accurate estimates of human resource needs
and more informed decisions that could do much to ensure more
efficient use of human resources and improved economic growth.

The elements of occupational supply are outlined in figure

1. Occupational supply is broken into three categories: (1)
current supply, (2) entries, and (3) separations. The first cat-
egory, current supply, consists of all persons employed in an
occupation plus those unemployed who are both qualified.and

.
seeking work in that occupation. This category continually ad-
justs over time by entrants to and exits from the "supply pool."

The second categorY, occupational entries, has as its com-
ponent parts five possible sources of eutly into an occupation.
These include specific designated entries for spec*ic occupa-
tions. Completers and leavers from other general training pro-

grams; entries and transfers froli other different occupations;
reentries and new entrants from outside the labor force; and
inmilrants, those 'workers who are qualified to enter an occupa-
tion and have moved into a fabor-market area from another geo-

graphic area. ,These five components form the second category of
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occupational entries and create a flow into the stock of
skilled individuals defined as curren.t supply.

The third category, occupational separations, has four
. -

parts flowing out from the current supply st6ck. These parts
,include transfers to other occupations; 'individuals leaving the
labor force, including disabilities and retirements; deaths; and

A
emigration from a labor market area. In summary, the occupa-
tional supply model isa flow of entrants into'and out 'of the
current supply stock. The net change in gurrent supply is en-
tries minus sepaxations. Because current supply and the data
that refleolt supply are derived from so many sources, the poten-
tial for mi3scounting, umlercounting, and multiple counting in
supply totals is a continuing concern.

Occupational Supply Information

Several studies haVe suggested that available occupational
supply information lacks coherence and comprehensiveness. The
monograph, Occupational Employment Projection for Labor, Market
Areas (1980), stated that in econometric forecasting and plan-
ning models little attention has been given to labor supply
side. A publication ;titled Occupational Training Information
in New England: An Evaluation noted that the provision of oc-
cupational supply information is considerably less advanced than
that of ocalpational demand,information.

Occupational entries or trainIng sources that flow into.,.

current supply are only partially useful for occupational supply
, analysis. Data relevant to each of these sources are neither of

uniform availability nor quality. In many cases the data are
related to training curricula definitions and must be trans-
formed to occupational definitions before they can be used in
occupational supply analysis. Each of the components of occupa-
tional entries has its unique problems that serve to complicate
the provision of occupational supply information.

Studies dealing directly with the occupati nal entries of
training sources were found to vary on a contin um, "labor mar-
ket/economic-oriented': or "educational/manageme t information
system-oriented." Most had as their base, a body of occuptidn-
al information that attempted to support an analysis of the la-
bor market and the fundamental probleTs cau.sed by occupational
supply-demand imbalances. Although tliese sfudies differed in
emphasis, they stressed the need tor a comprehensive, multi-
facted, timely, and accurate occupational supply information
system.
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Review of Occupational Training Information Available from

Both Education and Non-Education Sources

This study inveátigates the current labor supply informa-

tion system, the degree of undercounting and multiple-counting

occurring within that system, and the factors that effect this

systems relationship to the overall occupational information

system. Attention is focused on occupational entries, specific-

ally those completers and leavers from formally organized train-

ing sectors. The study describes and assesses the available

data from five major eraining sources: public vocational educa-

tion (VEDS), higher education (HEGIS) and NCES Services', train-

ing under CETA (CETA-MIS), and training under vocational reha-

bilitation (RSA). .

Specific concern is with the counting of

persons trained in five major training sectors and the problems

related to that counting process:

P
In addition to the five major systems, other studies in the

literature had various mixtures of the following information

systems: State and National Apprentideship -Program Survey

(SNAPS): U.S. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT); Amer-

ican Hospital Association Survey (AHA Survey)L,National Guard;

State Police Academies Job Corp; and employee sponsored train-

ing. No doubt, there are other sectors that could be included.

For purposes of this study the five often studied and most prom-

inent training sectors were chosen for review.

public Secondary and
Postsecondary Vocational EducatiOn (VEDS)

Tbe development of the National Vocational Edudation Data

Reporting and Accounting System (VEDS) was A major attempt to

provide occupational information as calleefor in the 1976

Amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1963. The comis-

sioner of education and the administrAtor of the National Center

for Education Statistics jointly developed a system that in-

cluded information on vocational education students, programs,

prognam completers and leavers, staff, facilities, and expendi-

tures. In addition, each state was to evaluate those.programs

for which it receives federal funds. The state evaluation spe-
cifications pertained to employment in training related occupa-

tions and employer satisfaction witp the employee.' The VEDS

system is to interface with the information system developed by

NOICC and other (specifically CETA) information systems. With

the implementation of the VEDS system in 1978-79, certain major

changes in the availability and the concept of vocational educa-

tion data were anticipated. The Most important change was that

of fbllow-up information that dould provide meaningful esti-

mates'of incremental labor supply attributable to vocational

education. In addition,'programs could be evaluated,vis-a-vis

their labor market relatedness,



The annual reporting.of statewide program enrollment cqm-
pl?etion data and certain follow-up information is required to
qualify for federal vocational education funds. The data provid-
ed by the state vocational education agencies are compiled and
published annualry by the United States Office of Ed cation.
Although all states prepare the same federal report4 often each
state has somewhat different procedureg for obtainin the neces-
sary information. These differences often include the use of!.
individualized state forms, timing of the informatibp gathering
activities, apd collection techniques. Therefore, the resultingA
information is not always comparable.

At both the secondary and pos'tsecdndary levels state and

local administrations have expressed concerns about VEDS- The

vocational education enterprise is so diverse that there is no
common.nomeritlature. A study completed in Ohio (1975) noted
that high rates of mobility for youths, both geographically and
occupatiOnally, make the follow-up data difficult to obtain or
to draw conclpsions from even the most carefully Conducted lon-
gitudinal surVeys. The recent InterAmerica (1981) assessment of
VEDS methodology and data quality are looking at some of those
previously identified areas of concern, inciuding the degree of
correspondence between VEDS definitions and..state definitions,
the identilification of a state's.ability to provide data related
to each VEDS data requirement, and the overall quality and ac-

cessibility of VEDS data. In his testimony Rolf M: Wulfsberg
(1980) of the National Center for Educa-pion Statistics, noted
thatmany ingtitutions because of state policy, institutional
choice or other reasons do not report to VEDS. These institu-
tions, although technically eligible to receive financial aa-
sistance under the VEA, do not. These circumstances outline an-
other potential source of supply undercounting of trained per-
sons.

Public Higher Education (HEGIS)

Pursuant to Title VI of_the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and
Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Title IV of.the
Education Amendments of 1972, all institutions that ara in-
volved with federal financial assistance to education are re-
quired to respond to the Higher Education General InforMation
Survey (HEGIS), conducted by the NatiOhal Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) on thpse portions of surveys that collect
race/ethnic data.. All other UEGIS surveys are'voluntary. Thmk
NCES established HEGIS in 1965-66. TheIHEGIS proVides detailed'

data on enrollments, awards,_faculty salaries, and.finances of
the approximately 3,300 institutions from which data are col- ,

lected. A part of this is an elaborate progeam taxonomy of data

on degrees and other formal awards conferred by institutions,
including the level of the degree.Or other award. Award data
are classified by type of degree or award, type of contr 1

(public or private), type of institution (university, 9ther
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four-year, two-year) curriculum category and discipline
specialty. The datd collected at the sub-baccalaureate level
dre the nakbers of formal awards which are classified as either
associate degree or as 'other formal recognition.' Enrollment
data are published but not by field of study.

In order to estimate incremental labor supply from a train-°

ing source to a particular occupation, it is necessary to esti-
mate, the rate of participation of program completers in that oc-
cupation. Since no follow-up data are available foreprograms in
the HEGIS universe, additions to labor supply in individual oc-
cupat4ons can only be roughly estimated. The New Enciland Re-
gionabiCommission(1978) noted that double counting between pro-
grams reported under postsecondary VEDS and HEGIS was known to
occur. This problem obcurs because some institutions of higher
learning also receiye vocational education funds, and, there-

,. fore, must also report under that reporting system. The New
England Regional Commidsion (1978), noted several cautions in
interpreting the program information and drawing final conclu-
sions about the importance of specific training in these insti-
tutions. A substantial number of institutions did not return
the completed burvey in time for inclusion in the report.
ThereLore, those cases where an institution was elinquent,- the
"total award" information may be unlercounted.

The HEGIS slistem has several limitations. The, taxonomy and
the program detail are too broad in some areas to relate to a
reasonable number of occupations. In addition, the lack of any
systematic collection.of follow-up data seriously lim.its being
able to estimate the rate'of participation and additions to
labor supply of program completers in varying occupations. The,
data collected pertain to the nuMbers of those.persons receiv,ing
formal degrees or certificates and exclude persons who were
trained but did not receive certificates.

The HEGIS reporting system does provide the occupational
analyst with annual and reasonable timely information on occupa-
tional program completions in a large number of postsecondary
institutions. It is a valuable resource of.information,-con-
siskent in scope and quality from year-to-year, and comparable
betuften states. The availability of this data for individual
institutions makes the information useful for substate analy-'

sis. 4

Noncollegiate Postsecoddary Survey (NCPS)

The majority of ocbupational programs ancLenrollments in
oncollegiate postsecondary institutions, is found in profit-
aking or proprietary schools. School licending offiges within
ost state education departments collect some training data from
p oprietary schools as a:part of the license application and re-
ne al procedure. These agencies usually,are not able to produce
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these data in a systematic and comprehensive fashion. In recent
years aome progress has been made intX.he provisdon of informa-
tion concerning proprietary and other noncollegiate postsecond-
ary institutions offering occupational training programs. Be-
ginning, in 1971, the National Center of Education Statistics
began surveying a universe of noncollegiate postsecondary
schools with occupational programs. The survey is conducted
every two years and tile universe ts continually supplemented
with information from state directors of vocational 'education
and other source's, such as licensing and accrediting commis-
sions.

The UnpUblished data from the NCES Survey provide informa-
tion on the number of enrollments by program, and by inStitu-,
tion. Programs are,classified by U.S. Office of Education pk.o.1
gram code. Schools without occupational programs are eliminated
from consideration. Instiltutions are clasaified by'ownership;
public, proprietary, indeAndenV-nonprofit, or religious affil-
iation. Programs are coded based.on the program title provided
by the, respondent.

In addition, NCES.surveys a s mple of the universe to.gain
more detailed information aboutslfudents and completera.
Although much of the information collected on the sample is
identical to that collected on the universe, the addition of
program completion data allows,for-more coMprehensivefnational
estimates to be made. Other information about length and .cost
of program and suppleMental sources of funding are collected Box-
national, estimate purposes on a universe of noncollegiate poSt-
secondary occupational programs, including proprietary schools.
,The data are available every two years and includes enrollments
by U.S. Office of Education program code, by institution. In
addition, national estimates based,ona saMple'of the universe
are made of other program characteristics includingcompletions.,

The user of NCES noncollegiate p
aware of certain instances where Mul
tors occurs. Postsecondary,data fr
counted for in the vocational educa

stsecondary.data should be
iple counting between sec-
the survey may also be ao-

ion reporting system.

As with graduates of institu ions of higher educatiOn, no
follow-up information ts collect :. from graduates or leavers of 4,

occupational training program i noncollegiate postsecondary
schools. The New England Regio al Commission (1978) noted that
thip lack of information serio sly hinders theability of ana-
lysts to relate training to t labor market: Plinn, Scheer and
Schmidt (1975) recommended th t the state, registetation require-
ment for these private institutions be extended-to include an-
nual reports of'enrollments, completions, and terminations by
programs.

In summary, information on postsecondary, noncollegiqe
training is available from the National Center for Educationl
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, Statistics. ThiS institution-specific informatiOn is consis-
tent in definition across states,.and, thus, can be a valuable
source of training data.

ClasSroom Training Offered by Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA-M1S)

1 The enactment of the Comprehensive .Employment and Training
Act (CETA) of 1973 ptovided for-vocational training and job
placement on a decentralized basis to economically disadvantag-
ed, 'unemployed; andjunderemployed individuals. The decentral-
ized structure of the CETA program enables the actual adminis-
tration of training programs to proceed at the local level.
Units of local government such as cities or"couni.ies. with a'pop-
ulation, of a hundred 'thousand or more are designated:as Prime
Sponsors with Balance,of State provigions for less populated
Sections. The Prime Sponsors and Balance of State'are respon-
sible for,the administration of:the CETA programs Within each
state as well, as being responsible for the collectiOn and_ac-'
curacy of tbe relevant prograM data, The CETA program activity
exists in two forms, classroom trainiug and vocational work ex-
perience,

The United States Department-of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration (ETA) is the federal agency that has the
,responsibility for distributing federal monies to the Prime
Sponsors. ETA also supervises the collection of-quarterly data
-relating to CETA program activity." These quarterly data produce
,a summary view of the general changes Auring the three month
period prior to(Prime Sponsor reporting. The most releVant in-
formation on labor market activity.is the information on total
enrollments, total terminations, participants:enrolled, au.tic4i-
pated duration of job placement, and rehiredworker'S.. Again,
this information would,be more useful if it were occupation-

. specific.

Each Prime Sponsor has.an eStablised data collection sys-
tem that is known as the Management Information System (MIS). An ,

MIS specialist is assigned the taskS of collecting, editing, and
processing the data related to local CETA activity. Types of,
information available from.these Prime Sponsor aysteMs, the
level of system automation and sophistication vary considerably
among Prime Sponsors.

Various limitations of the CETA datahave been noted. A
major deficiency is the lack of-a coMprehensive, standardized
system for compiling informatiOn ou the occupationspecific na-
ture of CETA classroom training programs. Until *recently,
if any requirements exist for the reporting or routine compila=
tidn of occupation7specific training-data. The variability in
data availability. among Prime Sponsors makes the *use of the data
for state or regional oCcupational training analysis in some
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states difficult. The occupational training data extracted from
each different Prime'aponsor's MIS is often extremely variable
in detail and quality.

Most Prime Sponsors, to one extent or another, follow-up
individuals served by the various CETA programs. However, in
few cases does the follow-up produce information relating the
specific occupational outcome of CETA's occupational training

0programs.

In suVmary, the lack of a standardized system for collect-
ing and reporting information on CETA occupational,training en-
rollments, completions, and occup4ional outcome severely limits
the use of data available from individual prime sponsors. In ad-
dition the variation among prime sponsors of data availability
and,detail serves to limit their utility.

Training Through Vocational Rehabilitation (RSA)

One of the oldest.and, most comprehensive federal.human re-
source programs is vocational rehabilitation. The origin of
vocational rehabilitation is the Smith-Fess Act of 1920, which
provided Atching vocational education funds for training those
disabled through industrial accidents. Since that time voca-
tional rehabilitation has evolved into a comprehensive program,
administered at the national level by the United StateS Depart,
ment of Education, .Rhabilitation Services Administration (RSA),
This program consists4,of a variety of support services'provided
to clients, including vocational training, job development,
placement services, and follow-up support to ensure. adjustment
to employment.

Services for vocational rehabilitation are available to the
g handicapped in all states. To qualify, the appricants must have
a disability that interferes with their continued employment.
The vocational rehabilitation agency in each state administers
the vocational rehabilitation program in that state. In most
cases, occupational training is not provided directly by the vo-
cational rehabilitation agencies, rather it is provided indi-
rectly by referral to training institutions.

The data collected by vocational_rehabilitation agencies
have been described as administrative in nature. This means
that the data are intended for management, control, and evalua-
tion uses, rather than for occupational information, human re-
source research, or planning. Of the data elements gathered,
those most related to occupational information are the_follow-
ing: address 'reference, sex, work status before and'after
training, occupational title after training is4completed, length
of training program, outcome of services, and general informa-
tion about type of training.
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The primary source, of problems associated with 'VocatiOnal

rehabilitation data noted by the NeW England Regional Commission
(1978) was that the data-have not been available in a }systematic.

fashion. The data are collected at the state agencies and for-

warded to the. national office_of the 'RSA, where the data are

used administratively. After the RSA-finishes using the.data,

the magnetic tapes on Which they are .contained are returned to

the various state agencies for rouse. The original, raw, or in-

put data are never entered into an information system that would

allow access by labor-market analysts.or other interested users

at other ,levels.

Vocational rehabilitation''s inclusiOn in the occupational
information system 'takes the visible form of repreeentation on

each State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee. _In
addition, commi6sioners of the RSA designate a person from their

staff to work with the technical steering group bf the National,

Occupational Information -Coordinating Committee. .Since'most
training for RSA clients is done by another agency, the poten-

tial fait multiple counting is great Unless.supply data axe used
only*from the source of training.

Summary

The previoge sections contained a discussion of training
infOrmatiOn.,for the five most common training sedtors studied.
This section will sumiarizc the most commonly addressed prob-

lems, constraints, and recommendations regardingthe vocatiónal

education and training.system that are discussed in the litera-
.

ture.

A lack of consistency and coordination in the "i.ystem" of

vocational education and training information permeates the lit-

erature. Several studies indicated anticipation of the develop,--

ment of NOICC and the SOICC ed the possible remedy to this prob-

lem. There has not been an existing mechanism or process td 0
coordinate the various component information'systems of the dif-

ferent training sectors that could provide a unified, consistent

relDorting of,data and information. In most instanbes, some data

are.available indicating the number"of enrollments inland/or
the completion of, training programs. In many instances there

is much available information, yet it varies considerably,ln the

level of program and geographic deta'il and in-the quality of

reporting and editing.' Inmany instances,-multiple counting

. exists. Training data available ior an occupational program
offered by an institution in one sector is tabulated by two or.

more data collection'agencies. However,. the more global problem

is the lack of a comprehensive-follow-up of occupational program

complethrs.

Several studies agreed that double counting oCcurp amOng

the variouS training sectors. Duplica.tion of count (Deists in

the HEG1S Survey-and the-postsecondary VEDS. Less multiple
I



Counting occurred between HEGig and the,NCPS Noncollegiate Post-

.
secondary Survey. Some multiple counting did occur between the

public portion of the NCPS Postsecondary Survey and-the Postsec-'

ondary VEDS. It was frequently noted that multiple counting
does'exist'between CETA-MIS and VEDS. .Problems of inconsistency

and undercounting were arso-discussed, even though theaqtual
tracking and identification of data were mor,e difficuit'to as-

certain. These instanCes of multiple counting and undOeounting
among training data sources dilute the validity,Of the data pro- ,

duced.

A wide variety of constraints influence management informa-
tion systdms (Starr, Black, and Gray 1977). These nondata or-

iented constraints include inadequate staffing and staff train-
ing; noncooperation; lack of administrative support; misunder-
standing-ot-the MIS and its role.; not enough organizational
support anctrecognition of MIS; little time to make improvement$'

in MIS; lack of staff trust of.the MIS or the data; Variations

poltical influence personnel selection. Those data-specific
of..fiscal,years Among local, st.ate, and:federal agencies; and

constraints have included unqlear or contradictory definitions,

limited data access- bapability, poor computer center service,

low privrity status.on computer, insufficient funds for AIS oF

data system improvement, and Iimiteq physical access to'compuier
and data centers. o

The.mosoft comprehensive recommendation suggsted to correct

this overall pkblem' of Multfple counting, undercounting, and
the related constraints was the development of a formal mechan-

ism tor establishing reporting sandards,.the'coordination of'
repprting -systems, and the rationalization of the data.. The
conbeptilai origins and development of the NOICC/SOICC.network

'have been a direct result'of this felt need. This formal mechan-

ism is an agency (ies) having the -following characteristics: be

institutiohally'neutral Such that its responsibilities would not '

imply lines.ot authority or hierarchial statup; recognize the
mix.of-A.4e publiq aud private institutibns involved; have the.

.technibal capacity to.process educatiOnal and,training,informa-
tion into supply estimates on' a timely basis;.and be it proxi-

mate relationship to sources of humanresource requkrements in-

formation in order that data demand and supply estimates'be
translated into policy or 'bhoice .criteria" for educators, ad-

ministratorS, policy analysts, labor-market analysts, and var-

'jogs dedision' makers. The fulfillment of the,be recommendations

was seen as eMbOdied in the development-of-the National Occupa-

tional,In'gormai.igvi Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and the State

OccupatiOnal Information Coordinating Cammittee (SOICC) Network.

s'Cwrigress and the executive branch of the.federal governMent-,

have long r4boghized the need,o improve the quality and quant.7-

iy of'information About bothl_.4bor demand and labor supply.

They have'reasoned that with the availability of tore accurate

-oiCupatiorial supply and demanda,infOrmationlWehmge sums spent 1
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oH vocational education, higher education,training, and unem-
ployment compensation could be more effectively utilized.'-The ,

use of such information could create a better,understanding of
the occupations in demand, as well aS those occupations for
which there are a surplus,of trained individuals or no demand.

In recognition of the need to improve occupational supply
and demand information, Congress established in the Education
Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) the National Occupational In- .

formation Coordinating Commmittee (NOICC) for each state. The
NOICC and SOICC as discussed in A Framework for Developing an
Occupational Information System (1979), are charged under this
legislation with the'falitation and coordination of the de-
velopment of an Occupational Inform4tion System (OIS) that has
uniform definitions, standardized estimating procedures, and
standardized occupational classification and reporting methodo-
logies.

Given the specific responsibilities assigned to NOICC and
the.SOICCs, the states, as noted in the various preliminarY.re-.
po;-ts of West Virginia (1980), Olslahoma c1980), Oregon (1980),
Kentucky .(1981), and'others, have found it critically important
to design their own subsystem and model.of occupational infor-
mation in direct line with the NOICC guidelines for development
of labor Supply models. The NOICC and the emerging SOICC net-
work is charged with action at the national and-state level to
implement a comprehensive occupational information system.
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APPENDIX B

OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS
PERTAINING TO DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING

rate Occupational Information Coordinatin% Committee (SOICC)

Congress mandated the'establishment of the National Occupa-
tional Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and the State
Occupational Information Coordinatirig Committees (SOICCs): The -
Education Amendments of 1976, P.L. 94-482, Title II, Vocational
Education., Sectibn 161 (b) (1) and (b) (2) mandated the estab-
lishment of NOICC. The legislation ,stated 'that the primary
purpose of NOICC shall be as follows:

sTo develOp and implement an occupational information
system to meet the common occupational information
needs of vocational education programs and employment"
and training programs at the'national, state, and lo-
cal levers, which system shall include data on occu-
pational demand and supply based on uniform defini-
,tion, standardized estimating procedures,'and stand-
lardized occupational classifications.

The State Occupational'Information Coordinating Committees
are charged with coordinating the necessary resources to develop
and.kmplement an Occupational Information System.

/Vocational Educatipn Data System (VEDS)

The Education Amendments of 1976, Public,Law 94-482, Title
Section 161 (a) legislated- the development, implementation,

and operation of.a national' vocational education-data and ac-

counting system. The 144islation mandates that the commissioner'
rt. ,of education and administrator of the National Centex for Educa-
tion Statistics 'be given joint responsibility for development of
the system's information elements and uniform definitions and to
provide for the unifor6 reporting from the states. It is man-
dated' that the system be compatible with the Occupational infor-
mation-System (0I§) geeing developed through SOICC and other in-
formation systemsVinvolving data on programs assisted-under CETA
of 1973.

VEDS for&s include the following:
NCES 2404 -- Program Enrollment and Termination
Report. Thisjorm requires separate reporting -

.

for seconda.ry and postsecondary. The form has
tlOiee parts:

Part A--repprts information on oCcupational
preparation, enrollments, and termina-
tions which may be included in tfie



follow-up. Informatigp is by six-digit
OE code programs. Information
includes:

o unduplicated count of total instruc-
tional program enrollmentiarring th
-reporting year;

o unduplicated totarcounts of'program
enrollments by racial/ethnic group by
Sex;

o undupliCated enrollment counts,by
program level;

o enrollment data on short-term
adults;

o unduplkcAted counts for enrollments
-with special needs (handicapped,
limited-English proficiency; disad-
vantaged);

.o unduplicated count of enrollments in
-,cooperative vocational educationv

o lInduplicated.counts of students, Who
complete, transfer from, or leave a
program for any reason dUring.the
porting year.

Part B--reports on-program enrollments-and ter-
minationd for whom thefe will be ho

, follow-up. Separate repo ting cateilor-
ies include--

.

o occupational preparation for those .c

below eleventh gtade
occupational preparation prograths,,
enrollees in d-ourses kereqtApite, to
a six-digit OE code program:*br!a pror,1,
gram or activity that leads to more
than one 'six-digit OE program,

o consumer and homemakingyrograms,
o industrial artsprograms.

Part C--reports on the instructional settings of,
handicapped enrollments.

I

NCES '2404A--Postsecondary Progrgth Enrollment and
Completion Report. This form aggfegAtes Aata at
the state level by institutional type (stream) on
annual cumulative student enrollments And.comple-
tions in postsecondary programs of vogationATed-

,

ucation. There are five parts tilipe form:
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Part.A--proVides informationton enrollments and
completions who may be included in the
follow-up. Information is reported by
either six-digit OE code.or four-digit
HEG1S classification when six-digit
codes are not available. InforMation
includes--

unduplicated count of total vocation-
al program enrollments .during the re-
porting year;

6 unduplicated total counts of voca-
\., tional-program enrollments by racial

ethnic group and by sex;
o vocational program enrollment data

for those students'with special
needs;

o unduplicated counti4of those students'
who complete program during the re-
-porting year.

Part B--reports other vocational and support
program enrollments for--

o occupational preparation programs for
those enrolled in an area of voca-
tional education at the two-digit
level of specificity,

o consumer and homemaking programs,
o industrial arts programs.

Part C-reports special needs enrollments in
Parts A and B by,t2ype of instructional
settiñgt.

,;
'Part D--provides unduplicated reporting of en-

rollments in parts A and B who are par-
.ticipating in co-op vocational education
and apprentice programs.

?Part E--provideg -enrollments_who benefit from
, wor% study, .support services'for women,
day care seivices, vocational e'ducation
for displaced homemakers, and consumer
and homemaking'vocational_education,peo-
grams in economically depressed area's.

mcEs 2404-1--Teacher Staff RepOrt. This report\
is'separated by secondary and ppstsecondary data.,
The report aggregates data at the state level on
staff assignments in vocational education. 'NCES
2404A-1 is the postsecondary version of this
ft)rm-:



.o.

NCES 2404-2--Financial Status Report. This re-
port provides information on expenditures of vo-
cational education funds.

NCES 2404-7--CoMpleter/Le'aver Follow-up This re-
port requires separate'reporting for secondary
and postsecondary. This defines thdfrfollow-up
universe from NCES 2404. It includes an employer
universe of thOse individuals who indicated being
employed in fields reated to their vocational
training. States are required to use a tinimum
sample of 20 percent. NCES expects a reasonable
response rate; a

Part A--aggregate report of the employment
status of the follow7up sample by in-

.

structional program by completers,
leavers who complete mote than 50 per.7
cent of the program and summary of
leavers who complete at most 50 percent

*.ate of the program.

.Part B-7aggregate of the follow-up employment
status by racial/ethnic designation.

C--aggregate of the follow-up employment./
status of handicapped completer/leaver.

,

Part D--reports the fields of employment,for
4

completer/leaver follow-up and average
hourly salary by instructional program.
Each form will be assigned a two-digit
SOC code based on individual's employer
job title, and job duties.

NCES 24041kt-7Postsecondary Completer/Leaver
Fol1Ow7up,Report, "This report is due one year
after submitting NCES 1104A. Data on vocational
education programs are identified by streams.
They define the follow-up.uhiverse as consis4ng

.only of the completers who can be identified with
a specificesix-digit vocational education pro-
gram, and leavers who .did not return to enroll,in
two copsecutive semesters or three consecutive
quarters or who notiq.the institution of their
intent not to enroll again prior to program com-
pletion. The Teport includes an employer'uni-
,vsrse of the employers ofindividaals we° indi-'
cated that they were employed in fields related
to their vocational training.
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NCES 2404-8--Employerffo11c4,up. This report-
'summarizes the information results'from EmplOyer
Follow-up forMs. It reports resules by instrud16-
tional programs, by racial/ethnIc/sex designa-
tion, and by program level/completion status-of

-students on whom data were reported.

Part A--reports findings by instructional pro-
gram.

Part B--reports findings by racial/ethnic/sex
designaAon on those reported in part A.

g
Part C--reports findings *rogram level and

completion stAtu

Tile secondary fOrms report data on vocational education for
whAch credit is given toward a high school diploma.> The post-
secondary forms rePort data on vocational education from three
streams: regionally accredited 'institupions (i.e4 HEGIS \\
schools); state approved institutions (generally area vdcational
technical institutes or institutions eatablishe& by state law or
Policy); and other post econdary institutions. Eadh stream re-.
quires a separate form. . .

.
.

Comprehensive rflployment and Training Act (CETA)

Public Law 95-524, the CETA Amendments of 1978,,calls tor
the dbvernor's coordination and special services activities to
incldde the coordination of all employment and, training educa-
tion and 'related sorces.by providers of these services within
the state; and e exchange of information between'statesvand
_;prime sponsora th respect to state, interstate, And regional
planning for economic development, human resourcé,development,
educationgand ot er subjects relpvant to employment,and graining
planning., The qTA Amendments require evaluative information on
enrollmen0, co letions, job placements, and training related'
placement6 for clasroom and OJT prograMs.

. -7.
CETA is administered by the employment and Training Admin-

istration of ithe United States Department of Labor, ETA pro-
vides fun to prime sponsors 'to conduct CETA activities.

i R

Quar erly and annual reports sent to the regional offices
include t e following: '

el:, 'Quarterly Summary of Participant Characteristics
(Qspe), provides detailed information on the
socioecono ic characteristics of participants.
For the ca egories, total participants, total
,terminati ns, and for the total number of parti-
cipants w o entered employment the following is
reportêd sex, age, education, econoihic Itatus

4



ea.

family status, race/eIhnic group, veteian cate-
gory, and labor force status. Fpr those clients
who entered employment hourly wages prior to CETA'
participation and hourly wages after CETA parti-
cipation ate reportedo This is reported by the
prime sponsor on a quarterly basis for each CETA

title.

2. CETA Program Status Summary (CPSS), provides ag-
gregate information on the outputs of CETA pro-
grams on a quarterly basis.

Sectiod I: Reports information on enrollments,
terminations, andk some limited Sin-
formation on ost program employ-
ment status and expected.duratiPn
of job placement.

Section II: 'Reports information on the numbers
enrolled .by CETA program activity
(e.g. classrom training, on-,the-job
training, pu ic service employ- ,

ment, and w6ric experiencel.

Section III: Reports information on significant
segments, both planned and actual.

3. The Annual,CETA Program Activity Summary (PAS),
reports the outcomes of CETA program terminees
according to the program activities in which they
participated and whether they participated in a
single activity or in multiple activities. Re-

ports aggregate numbers of participants who
entered public or private sector employmentr
those who entered the armed forces, returned to
or continued full-tiMe school.

4., Annual Report of Detailed Characteristics, re-
ports by race/ethnic group by sex the following

information: age,4education status; public as-
sistanqe status, economic status, failpy status,

and veteran status.

5. Annual Report of Training Enrollments and Comple-
tions (this report becomes a CETA reporting
requirement during FY 81 and will be due in
November of 1981). Occupational Cfassifica-
tions are made usidg either nine7digit DOT or
four-etigit SOC codes (not both in the same
report). Activities that cannot be coded to

that level of detail are coded to the finest
level of d all, possible Classroom training

a
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reports enrollments and completions in occupa-
tional skill'8 operated by the prime sponsdr or
cohtractor. r

On-the-job training reports enrollments and
completions.

All CETA Prime Sponsors anA Balance of States (BOS) report
that forms required by the U.S. Department&of Labor'are cbm-'
pleted. This information is sent to èqch at their respective
regional offices. No other data on.par icipants or programs
were c llected except the data necessar to comply with federal
requirements. All CETAs collect data by individual participant.
Seven of tfle sta-tes report a system using individual participant
social security numbers ta avoid double counting within the-ag-
ency. Only a few of the CETA agencies state that they have the
capability to determine if a client is.an individual referral or
in a group referral wi.thout making changesin the reporting sys-
tem. This information is on the individual records, but is not
coded for access.

Higher Education 6eneral Education Survey.(HEGIS)

A Taxonomy of Instructional Programs in Higher EdUcatio /
The Higher Education',General- Information,Survey-(HEGI?),.:aut on-
ized.by law (20,U.S. Code 1221 e-1), was established in 1 -67;
Data are to provide comprehensive,institutional-based informh-
tion 'on the status of.postsecondary education in the United
States. The nationwide system i8 a.mandated responsibility of
NCES. NCES collects, edits, analyses,-and disseminates data 'on
the nation's,public and private Colleges, universities and com-
munity colleges.

Several forms and some surveys are conducted annually,:
otherS are conducted less frequently.

o Institutional characteristics of Colleges and
Universities (annual),

o Fall Enrollment and Compliante Report
(annual). ,

o Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher
Education (annual).

o Wpper Division and Postbaccaiaureate Enro117
ment (annual).

o Degrees and Other Formal Awards Conferred
(annual).

Employees in Higher Education (part annual and
part biennial).
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o Inventory of College and University Physical
PacilitIes (periodic).

o Adult Continuing Education (Ileriodic). o
ResidenCe,and Migratiop of College Students
(periodic).

-Instructional programs'are coded with a unique HEGIS coding
taxonomy. Information includes the following:

. Programs of _two or more4years, but less than
four years by4sex and racial/ethnic data.

a. Associate degree. - 6

b. Other formal recognition (without asso-
ciate degree). c,

t

2. Programs of at least ode year, but lesa than
two'years, by sex, racial/ethnic data.

Vocational,Rehabilitation Mana ement Information S stem
0

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Publ.ic,Law 93-112 au4kor-
izes grants to assist states to meet the current and future
aeeds of handicapped individuals. order to participate a
state must submit a state plan for vocational rehabilitation
servicea for three-year period and may be required to make an-
nual revision in the plan upon the request of the RSA commis-

.

sioner.

Statiistical reporting under the federal-state program of
vocational rehabilitation is sponsored by the Rehabilitation
Services Administration (RSA) and conducted under the auspices
of the,National Center for Social Statistics (NCSS) acting as
the collecting and "processing agency for RSA sponsored reports.

RSA specified what information will be collected and at

what points in the service-delivery process. States have the
option of using the SRS-RSA-300 form or can collect the speci-
fied information in a manner compatible with their data system.

Occupations of.vocational rehabilitation clients are re-
corded at the time of case closure. 'The occupational coding
structure is based on the DOT code. Generally the first four
digits of the six-digit code are usedc.

)

NCES 2358-1. Survey of Programs and Enrollments Postsed-
ondary Schoold, Correspondence Schools Only. Information in-
cludes by qccupational program or field of training: total nut-

ber of required iesppnses; average number of months to complete
program; average number of hours to complete program; if.resi--

I.



dential requirements; number of hours required; total required
tuition and fees; numbet of students ever enrolled ift-.year; and
number of students completing the program.

Schools are further classified by the type of...control of-
the institution. Public schools are those controlled by-fed,-
eral, state, or local government. Private schools are those
operated either as a propiietary (profit making) school or'as ar .

independent, nonprofit making school. Correspondence schoolpj
are classified by type.

Three fwms are used: NCES 2358; NCES 2358-1; and NCES
2358-2. ApOtoximately 80 percent 6f the universe of schools re-
ceive the one-page survey form (NCES-72).,.NCES 2358 is a long,
form survey sent to the rethaining 20 percent of the schools,se-4
lected by-randontratified sample. The thirdmform (NCES.
2358-1) is sent to correspondence schools.

NCES 358-2. Survey of Programs and Enrollments,-Postsec-
ondary SchoOls and Career Schools. Information include6 by pro-
gram: aumber of enrollments by sex, number of completions by
sex, full. or part-time status of enrollees.

NCES 2358: Survey-of Programs and Enrollments Postsecpnd-
ary Schools. Information includes that on 2358-2 (by progra70
in additiOn to the length of the.program, number of hours per
week of'required attendance for full-time enrollees, total
.charges to complete the "program (tuition, books, supplies/ the
and s6 forth), number of leavers before completion with glarket-
able skills by-sex, the number of program dropouts by sex, the
number of continuations a&the number will are still enrolled by
sex.

Noncollegiate Postsecondary (NCVS)
,

The National Center for Education Statistiop (NCES) is re-
sponsible for a biennial surliey Of all public'and private non-c'
collegiate postsecondary schoOls offeiling one or more occupa-
jok6nal programs intended to prepare individuals forN. specific
career Noncollegiate poStsecondary schools aEe surveyed in
even numbered years to Wootain enrollment and 'cOmpleter/leave
information.

The noncollegiate schools are classified according to the. .
f011owing types of occupational programs offered:

Vocational-Technical
Technical Institute
Business/Conunericial/Office
-Cosinetology/Barber 0

Flight School,
Trade s'chool

o
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Arts/Design
Hospital
Allied Health

'(Schools not classified in the these groups.include schoold of

modeling, brewing, mal.itime occupations, and horsemanship.)

Job Corps

Job Corps is mandated by Public Law 93-203, Comprehensdve
Employment and Training Act, Title IV and amended by Public Law

95-524. Job corps prOvides intensive programs of education, vo-
cational skills train_ing, work experience counseling, and health
services on a resident or nonresident basis. The centers are
targeted to disadvantaged Young people, between the ages of six-
teen and twenty-two 4R0 are out of work or school and who need
additional skills.

Job Corps uses-three forms to collect data; Job Corps Data
Sheet, semiannual Vocational Status Report, and an individual
follow-up_report.

The Job Corps Data Sheet is an intake form tIlat is complet-

ed for each individual. It scteens applicants for ligibility
and,collects background and personal characteristics inforina-.

tion.

The semiannual Vocational Status Report, reports vocational
training programs by Jop Corps cluster and by six-digit DOT
code. Information reported is the source af instruction.(e.g.
center staff, contractor, union, college); the number Of enrol-
lees in center/off center and by sex; total enroPiment; and
number of completions of Job Corps training.

if

The follow-up report.is completed for every leaver regard-
less of completion, if that member can be located Information
includes; geographic area, Job Corps identifiers for the voca-
tional training program completed, job title and type of job ob-
tained, the DOT code for the occupation of placement, and the
relationship of employment to training program.

Reports on enrollments and the Vocational Status Report are
sent to the regional office. The regional office does the
follOw-up report and it is not returned to the Job Corps center.
The follow-up reports are sorted by the home state of the Corps

members.

3
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APPENDIX C

RESPONDENT COMBiNATION

In analyzing the quantitative data collected, respondents
weke aggregated by title into various groups. The various comT
binations are listed as follows:

State Secondary:

State director of vocational education
State MIS director, vocational education
Vocational education planner

State Pos'tsecondary: ,

'Postsecondary head
HEGIS,coordinator

CETA:

.All CETA reSpondentsi

Local Secondary:
ft

Vocational education dirdctor
Vocational education MIS

Local Postsecondary:

Vocational education director
Vocational education MIS

Administrators:
--

State director of vocational education

SOICC
PostseFondary head
Vocational rehabilitation
Local secondary vocational education director

posEiecondary vocational education head
CETA prime sponsor training director

Management Information Systems:

State vocational education MIS
Planner, vocational educatkon
HEGIS coordinator -

CETA balance. of state MIS
Local secondary vocational education MIS

Local postsecondary vocational education MIS
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CoNbined Postsecondary:

HEGIS coordinator
State postsecondary hpad
Local postsecondary vocational education head
Local postscpcondary vocational-education MIS

Combined condary; 4

\

SEate director of vocational edUcation
State vocational education MIS
State planner, vocational education
Local secondary vocational education director
Local secondary vocational education MIS

4
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APPENDIX D

STEERING' COMMITTEE

National-Occupational Information Coordinating Committee

Dick De4sey
Jim Woods

National Center of Education Statistics

Curt Baker HEGIS
Lynn Kay -- PostsaOndary Survey
Bob Morgan VEDS.

Rehabilitation Service Agency

Patricia Nash

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

Bob Beasl y
.Leo Kouter -- Pennsylvania

Job Corps

Gene Sullivan

State.Vocational,Edpcation

Tim Campbell -- Florida

State Occupational InforMation Coordinating Committee

Mark Schaff -- Ohio
Jeffrey A. WindoM -- Virginia.

Bureau of Labor Statistics

Brian MacDonald
Peter Ward

Office of Vocational and Adult Educatiom

r Kent Bennion
14 Bernie McAlpine
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CD

NM IMP lin NMI NMI NMI Q =MI MEM - wow

Concept: Double Counting/Under Counting

Variable
.er

Qiiestkins

8 0 Don't Know
9 0 Not Applicable

Response

Funding 01

02

03

04

(is

N

06

Automation 07

102

Do you have students in, programs that are
supported by mor'e than one funding source?

What are these sources?

7

.-

How many reports ire made on each of
these students?

_

To whom are these reports sent?

What is your estimate of students that
may be double funded?

Fronywhom do you receive funds for
programs?

How automated is your MI5 system?

0

4

(10) 1 0 Yes
2 El _No

If yes, ask nexf question.

(11) 1 0 CETA
(12) 2 0 BEOG
(13) 3 0 Rehab
(14) 4 0 VETS
{3 5) 5 0 WIN
(16) 6 0 Voc. Ed.
(17) 7 0 Other (Specify)

(18) 1 0 1
2 0 2
3 0 -More

(19) 1 E CETA (Regional)
(20) 2 Voc. Ed, (State)
(21) 3 0 Dept. of Ed. (VECIS)
(22) 4 0 NCES
f23) 5 0 Other agencies (Specify

(24) 1 0 0-25%
2 0 26-50%
2 .0 51-75%'
4 0 76-100%

(25)'s1 Federal
(26) 2 *C71 State
(27) 3 0 Local
(28) .4 0 Other (Specify)

I.

4-

(29) 1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0

V

4
High
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4te

Variable

Reports-

Questions Response

Interaction

08

09

Agency Control 10

lo

12

13

14'

15

-
What reports are used Ao calculate supply?

How frequently do You interact with other
agencies' MISs within your state?

How great a priority is data collection?

Does your data have any impact on your
fuhding levet?

How much Pressure does your system place
on you to do accurate and complete
reporting?

How much control do you exert on local
schools to do accurate and copplete
reporting?

What kind of control does the state have
on the local school to get reports?

Is there a problem in gettingirePorts?

v, (30) 1 E CETA
(31) 2 El HEGJS
(32) 3 C1 Employment Services
(33) 4 C1 Vocational Education Reports (VEDS)
(34) 5 n Propcietary School Reports
(35) 6 MI Othe(Specify)

(36) 1 CJ Daily
2 El Weekly
3 0 Monthly
4 0 Less FrequentrY

(37) 1 0 Low
2 0 2t 3 0 3
4 0 4
5 0 High

(38) 1 0 Yes
2 0 No

'(39,) 1" El Low
2 Cl 2
3 IN 3

Cl 4
p 5 0 Hig0

(40) 1 0 Low
2 0 2
3 0 3
4 0 4
5 0 High

C

(41) 1 Cl aws or Regulations
(42) 2 Cl Funding
(43) 3 El Persuasion
(44) 4 El Other (explain)

(45) 1 El Yes
2 El No

Ulla INN MIN SOO 111111 OMR UM MIS UM Ulla 11111111 IONS III. 11111111 isimir
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Variable Questions Response

Data Qual.ity

16.

17

18

Evaluation Uses 19

Reporting 20

Staffing 21

22

10

(State) Do you fund local programs on
the basis of the data they. submit?

How..accufate do you feel are your data?-.

Is your student data indivichialized or
aggregated?

For what purpose are the MIS reports used?

(Local) Who is responsible for doing ;

the reporting?

How many years have you had this MIS
job?

How many years in related training?

(46) 1 0 Yes
2 E No

(47) 1 E friaCcurate
2 0 2
3 0 3
4 Er 4
5 El Accurate

(48) 1 0 Individiialized
'2 E Aggregated
3 E Both

(49) 1 E k Planning
(50) 2 O. Funding
(51) 3 E Program decisions
(52) 4 E Reporting
(53) 5 E Needs assessments
(54) 6 E' EvaluStion
(55) 7 E baler (explain)

(56) 1
(57), 2 El
(58) 3 E
(59) 4 E
(60) 5 E

Teachers, Counselors
Students
Administration
Clerical
Other (explain)

AS-

(61-62)' 01 E E One year or less
E CI Number of years

(63-64) 01 E E One year or less
E El NumBer of years



Variabie Questions Response

Disserhination.

Ffl

2.3 How-muCh turnover has oCcurred in the MIS
. staff Over the pist 5 years?

24

25

26

Oo you Send any of the completed reports
to local agencies?

Do you receive ahy of the completed
reports from the stater'

Who gets these reports?

(65) 1 0
2 0
3 CI
4 0

None
Low
Medium
High

(66) 1 0 Yes
2 CI No

(67) 1 CI Yes
No

(68) 1 CI
(69) 2 0
(70) 3 0
(71) 4 El
(72) 5 0

Teachers
Superintendent
Local Vocational Director
Agency Head
Other (explain)


